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One of the largest challenges within modern medicine is the increase in global can-

cer rates especially in western countries, which is often attributed to ageing pop-

ulations, dietary and lifestyle changes. One of the fastest growing cancers within

the western world is oesophageal cancer, which without reliable early diagnosis

is often fatal due to the cancer spreading. It is therefore crucial for the develop-

ment of reliable methods and tools for early cancer detection. This is especially

important for those who are most at risk, which includes Barrett’s oesophagus

patients.

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy techniques have been proven capable of gaining large

amounts of information on the chemical composition of biological samples. This

thesis therefore focuses on using a variety of IR spectroscopy techniques, includ-

ing Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and scanning near-field optical

microscopy (SNOM) to image oesophageal samples, tissue biopsies and cell line

samples. The thesis demonstrates how machine learning algorithms can be used in

conjunction with FTIR to provide a quick, non-baised tissue diagnostic method,

free from the issues associated with current histology techniques. As well as focus-

ing on the processing of FTIR data, the thesis will assess the ability of an aperture

SNOM to image biological samples as it is able to achieve diffraction limit breaking

spatial resolutions and has to potential to give previously impossible insights.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cancer and histology

Cancer is one of the major causes of death throughout all demographics around

the world, responsible for ≈ 16% of all deaths globally [1]. As the World Health

Organisation is predicting that incidence rates will increase by over 50% by 2020

[2] it is only going to become a greater issue in the future. This dramatic in-

crease is attributed to many factors including ageing populations and detrimental

dietary and lifestyle changes [3]. Cancer research is therefore one of the major

areas of active research involving many scientific disciplines, often working within

collaborations. One such collaboration was the SpectroChemical Analysis for Can-

cer (SCAnCan) group funded by EPSRC, which consisted of many collaborators

from various scientific backgrounds across multiple UK universities. The author

of this thesis was a member of SCAnCan and the work shown within this thesis

was carried out under the SCAnCan research remit. The aim of most cancer re-

search is to advance the effectiveness of treatments for various cancers, but areas

such as diagnostics, early screening and development of the understanding of key

processes within cancer are also funded. Cancer Research UK for example spent

over £430 million during 2016/2017 on research [4]. Although much work has

already been done with advances resulting in survival rates greatly increasing in

1
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the last few decades for some cancer types, other forms of cancer have shown little

improvement, which highlights the broadness and often oversimplification of the

term ‘cancer research’. The work within this thesis aims to focus on the problems

involved in diagnostics and early screening of cancer to ultimately help deliver

effective and reliable methods for clinicians to best diagnose their patients. This

is a critical process as it has been shown in many cancers that effective early di-

agnosis which leads to treatment can dramatically increase the chance of survival.

For example, a patient diagnosed with early stage colon cancer has a 90% 5 year

survival rate compared to 11% if diagnosed at a later stage of cancer [5], similar

figures are shown for breast cancer with 90% and 15% 5 year survival rates quoted

for early and late stage cancer respectively [6].

Cancer has been known to exist since as early as 1600 BC as the ancient Egyp-

tians documented cases of bone and breast cancer reporting them as being un-

treatable [7]. There are even records which demonstrate that skin cancer tumours

were removed in much a similar fashion as is done today in modern medicine. The

word cancer was first used by physician Hippocrates and is derived from the Greek

word ‘carcinos’ meaning crab. It was named so because he believed the carcinoma

tumours he was studying at the time looked similar to a crab as they often had

a central mass with thinner extruding structures. There have been many ideas

proposed throughout history as to the causes of cancer including the humoral the-

ory, which was common in the middle ages [7]. It stated that there are four main

fluids within the body and any imbalance of these fluids would cause a variety of

ailments including cancer. Up until the late 18th century doctors even suggested

that cancer was in itself contagious and a person having cancer of any kind could

be spread via parasites. Some forms of cancer can be caused by parasites but the

cancer can not be spread from one person to another.

Today it is understood that cancer occurs when normally functioning cells have

their DNA damaged and so begin to behave abnormally, usually resulting in an

increased rate of cell division which causes them to grow out of control. For can-

cers which occur in tissue the cancerous cells often form a solid mass of abnormal

cells, described as a tumour, and are even capable of forming their own blood
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supplies to fuel their growth [8]. Tumours come under two main categories benign

and malignant, with the former being tumours that have stopped growing and

are no longer life threatening and the latter being cancerous masses which are

likely to continue growing and to spread to other parts of the body (metastasis).

Healthy cells can often have their DNA damaged, but in most cases it is quickly

repaired by internal mechanisms within the cell resulting in no further complica-

tions. There are even processes in place to force damaged cells to die (apoptosis)

so they don’t spiral out of control, which can be signalled within the cell and also

by surrounding cells. When a cell becomes cancerous this regulation of the cell can

be ignored, resulting in it proliferating rather than undergoing apoptosis. Cancer

can be caused by a large variety of reasons including genetics, but it is most often

caused by environmental factors [9]. Through the detailed study of many cancer

patients, genes called ‘oncogenes’ have been found which when damaged are prone

to resulting in cancer. It is important to clarify that ‘cancer’ is an umbrella term

for over 200 diseases, with each having its own challenges, diagnostics and treat-

ments, with some occurring more commonly than others and they often have large

discrepancies in the survival rates [10].

The first stage of any cancer treatment is for the clinician to get a clear in-

dication as to the condition of the cancer, how severe it is, what type of can-

cer is present, the aggressiveness and also if it has spread to other areas of the

body. There are many cutting edge instruments available in modern medicine

such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT) scans

and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scans which allow for the imaging of

soft tissue within a patient. But the current standard for the evaluation of po-

tentially cancerous tissue is still pathology, which has been an established and

largely unchanged as a technique for hundreds of years [11]. Within the National

Health Service (NHS) over 70% of all disease diagnostics use some form of pathol-

ogy, equating to over 800 million tests taking place annually within the UK [12].

Pathology is the study of biological samples associated with various diseases and is

often done using optical microscopy with the aim of ascertaining key information

on the sample. Histopathology is a branch of pathology focused on the study of
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tissues specifically to diagnosis disease. Histopathology is often done ex vivo with

biopsies being taken by endoscopes for detailed study under laboratory conditions.

It is important for histologists to determine the stage and aggressiveness of any

cancer present in the biopsy as it can often show different characteristics from pa-

tient to patient. Some well-studied cancers have a specific grading system in place

to accurately describe the nature the cancer at various stages of development, such

as the Gleason scale for prostate cancer [13]. The grading is done by comparing the

biopsies to community outlined standards for the general appearance of previously

graded tissues.

Optical microscopes which operate within the visible portion of the electromag-

netic (EM) spectrum are used all over the world and have been a key fundamental

within science for hundreds of years. There are many advantages of using these

microscopes as they are relatively cheap, simple to use and require a light source

which is easy to produce. To properly view the structures within the biopsies with

optical microscopes they have to undergo a standardised procedure to prepare

them for study. This process has many steps and starts with the tissue biopsy

being chemically fixed, usually with formaldehyde, which stops the sample from

changing chemically and decaying. The next stage is to embed the biopsy in a

paraffin wax to support and preserve the sample. An alternative to embedding

the sample is wax is to cryofreeze it, but this is often not ideal as it can result

in morphological degradation [14]. The next step is to slice the biopsy into very

thin sections appropriate for viewing in a microscope as they need to be transpar-

ent. This is done using a microtome, which can cut the sample into thin wafers

of between 0.5-100 µm thick, for the studies within this thesis the tissue samples

were 5 µm thick. The slices are then mounted onto standardised transparent slides

which allow the sample to be easily moved and placed in the microscopes. By us-

ing microscopes to study the interaction of the light with the tissue slices, detailed

information about the samples morphology, the structures within the tissue, can

be gathered.

This is not generally adequate for most histopathology diagnostics as tissue

samples tend to show very little contrast. Because of this dyes have been developed
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to stain the tissue samples various colours depending on the molecules present,

thereby adding additional contrast to the microscope images, as demonstrated

in Figure 1.1. The most commonly used stain in histology is Hematoxylin and

Esoin, commonly referred to as H&E, which highlights areas of the tissue dense

in nucleic acid blue and areas rich in protein pink. The addition of this contrast

allows for much greater tissue differentiation as the microscope image now indicates

the distribution of some of the molecular constituents within the sample. This

practise is referred to as the current ‘gold standard’ and gives a pathologist enough

information from which they can often make an informed prediction on the state

of the tissue.

Figure 1.1: An image comparing two different slices from a Barrett’s oesoph-
agus tissue biopsy; a) is an image of an unstained slice which is still embedded
within wax, and b) an adjacent slice from the same biopsy which has been

dewaxed and stained with H&E.

Even though modern histopathology is a powerful tool capable of providing

important information for disease diagnostics, it isn’t a perfect technique and

therefore a drive for different approaches is present. One issue is that it can often

take a large amount of time, ≈ 72 hrs at least depending on its seriousness [15],

from the biopsy being taken to the pathologist having classified it and informing

the clinician who can then determine the optimal treatment. Because the process

is somewhat laborious with the many stages needed to prepare the sample, it is

not possible to carryout the diagnostics during an operation which would be ideal.

Another issue is that a single slice tends to be only stained by one dye so there is
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a limited amount of chemical information available to be studied. Though this is

somewhat remedied by staining multiple slices from the same biopsy, which while

not being exactly the same will share common structures if taken close to each

other, it is still a limitation.

The major inherent weakness though is that it is fundamentally a subjective

classification method. Although stains allow for more contrast and microscopes al-

lows for greater detail the diagnosis is still based on the pathologists interpretation

of the structures and appearance of the stained areas within tissue samples. As

the grading of a sample is based on the pathologist comparing it to the community

outlined criteria it is clear how multiple pathologists could disagree on the final

grading, which has been documented to regularly occur [16–18], with some stud-

ies showing pathologist only agreeing 30-50% of the time for low grade cancers.

An incorrect classification could potentially lead to either very risky unnecessary

surgery or a cancerous tumour being left to spread to the point that it is no longer

treatable. It is these flaws which limit current histopathology as it doesn’t fully

meet the needs of clinicians who need a quick and reliable classification method-

ology.

One promising alternative approach is chemical imaging, a large and still de-

veloping field, which looks to be capable of beneficially complementing current

histopathological practices. Chemical imaging techniques are able to capture the

chemical content of the samples without the need for dyes and can gain information

on a larger number of molecular species than previously possible. A considerable

branch of chemical imaging is Infrared (IR) spectroscopy which has become a well

developed field and is a forerunner as a viable option for the future of disease

diagnosis, with many examples of successful studies [19–26]. These examples were

capable achieving of both high sensitivity and specificity at distinguishing healthy

and cancerous tissue for a range of cancer types. Techniques such as Fourier

Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy are the fore-

runners within chemical imaging as they have been refined in understanding and

instrumentation and are most commonly used.
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IR spectroscopy still relies on the interaction of light with the sample similar to

the standard visible light microscopy, but instead uses an IR light source to probe

the sample. Techniques such as FTIR benefit from the strong absorption of IR

light by biological materials as they contain organic molecules such as proteins,

nucleic acids, lipids and carbohydrates, which have molecular vibrational states

with similar energy gaps as the energy of the IR photons. Absorption features

within IR spectra occur because the photons are absorbed by the molecules causing

particular bonds within the molecule to vibrate. As each species of molecule will

tend to have specific bond types it will also have a unique set vibrational states

and so the IR absorption spectra will have distinctive features, often called IR

fingerprints. For FTIR experiments on biological samples a mid-IR light source

with wavelengths ranging from 2-14 µm is used as they contain the most important

features [27].

IR spectroscopy is therefore able to gain detailed information into the chemical

constituents without using labels and an indication to the relative abundance of

the many molecular species within the sample, as the IR spectra is an amalgama-

tion of all the component fingerprints. This results in IR spectroscopy techniques

potentially outperforming the current dyes used in histology as it can simulta-

neously detect the presence of a greater number of molecular species. Although

spectroscopy is primarily focused on the interaction of light and the sample at

various wavenumbers, by using a two dimensional Focal Plane Array (FPA) detec-

tor with an instrument such as an FTIR, multiple spectra from different spatial

positions can be collected simultaneously and hence is a combination of both spec-

troscopy and microscopy.

A single FTIR image can therefore contain many thousands of spectra, with

each spectrum containing information at over a thousand different wavenumbers.

Therefore the advantage of IR spectroscopy for cancer diagnosis is the much greater

insight into the sample composition, which should allow for better diagnostics and

also potentially an insight into the subtle chemical differences between the various

stages of cancer.
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FTIR has been already been applied to the study of many types of cancer in-

cluding breast [28, 29], prostate [30], oral [31], RNA taken from brain tumours [32],

colon [33], cervical [34, 35]. Mordechai et al studied FTIR datasets of both cervi-

cal cancer and melanoma against samples of nonmalignant images, with the aim

to discover potential biomarkers which distinguish between healthy and cancerous

tissues [36]. They studied the IR spectra with a focus on the features relating

to important biological molecules such as RNA, DNA, phosphates and glycogen.

For cervical cancer they found the relative amounts of glycogen to be a poten-

tial biomarker between cancerous and healthy tissue. This wasn’t the case for

melanoma which instead indicated that the relative amounts of RNA and DNA

was a distinguishing factor. Although they only had a limited amount of data

within this work and so is not currently robust enough for medical applications

yet, it demonstrates the potential strength of FTIR spectroscopy as a powerful

tool for tissue discrimination.

A study by Gazi et al [37] combined the study of FTIR spectroscopy with

traditional histopathology to grade various spectra on the Gleason scale, which

ranges from 2-10 with a higher grade indicating a more severe case. FTIR spectra

were associated to particular Gleason grade, which was done by assessing the

equivalent area on a associated H&E stained slice from the same biopsy, and used

to construct a diagnostic classifier capable of grading the IR spectra of prostate

tissue. The classifier was then tested on spectra which were put in to three ‘bands’

depending on the associated Gleason grade; those with a grade lower than 7, those

with a grade of 7 and those with a grade higher than 7. The classifier would then

predict the grade of each of the spectra and then could compare this grade against

the associated grade from the H&E slice. For spectra with an associated grade of

less than 7 they achieved a sensitivity and specificity of 70% and 89% respectively,

which was similar to the sensitivity and specificity of grade higher than 7 which

were 71% and 89%. Finally for tissue associated to a Gleason grade of 7 the

classifier achieved a sensitivity and specificity of 78% and 81%. Although the

performance of this classifier is similar to that current histopathology achieving

around 70%, it is a clear indicator that the internal chemistry with which the
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FTIR is sensitive to is a viable metric capable of grading tissue to a predefined

scale, which was not developed with IR chemical imaging in mind.

One of the previous drawbacks of IR imaging was the limited field of view. This

was improved by the implementation of FPAs to record multi-spectrum images,

but this is still often limited to an area of ≈ 700 µm x 700 µm. As biopsies can

be considerably larger than this it was seen as a major limitation of FITR. A

study by Bassan et al [38] showed that by using a mosaic method of combining

multiple scans together in an automated manner, a slice from an entire prostate

which was 4 cm x 5 cm in size could be studied. The resultant image consisted

of 4047 individual FTIR image stitched together to produce a single large dataset

containing 66 million pixels and took around 14 hours to complete. Although 14

hours is a large amount of time to image a single sample it does highlight that

FTIR instruments are not limited to small fields of view and have potential for

imaging whole tissues. In the future it is foreseeable that techniques such as FTIR

will be combined with a prescan method which can quickly assess the sample on

a large scale and highlight areas of interest which are then to be studied in detail

by the FTIR instrument, therefore minimising the scan time.

As demonstrated FTIR has already established itself as powerful tool capable

of gaining important information to characterise biological samples, the major

challenge is therefore in how to best process and analyse the data to meet the needs

of the clinicians and researchers alike. As FTIR datasets are very large with a single

image often containing over 24 million data points and most studies will usually

use multiple images, it is too much information for a person to reasonably handle.

Therefore computational techniques are needed to both process and interpret the

data, which has recently become possible over the last decade as computational

power has grown considerably. Machine learning (ML) is a field which focuses on

using statistical methods to allow computers to ‘learn’ and classify data. ML is one

of the fastest growing fields having been applied to all manner of tasks including

self driving vehicles [39, 40], finding trends and predicting future changes in the

financial market [41, 42] and object recognition needed for artificial intelligence

computer vision [43].
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ML is has also become a considerable tool within medicine as an ever increasing

number of imaging tests are producing large digital images which benefit from the

strengths of ML. A key usage of ML is as a classifier capable of labelling input

data depending on distinguishing features. There are many types of classifiers

available each with their own potential strengths and weakness. Most come under

two categories of being either supervised and unsupervised. The key difference

between them being that supervised learning uses previously labelled example data

to find reliable distinguishing features between sample types (eg. tissue type A

and tissue type B), while unsupervised learning methods try to infer the structural

differences within the datasets with out prior labelling/learning.

ML doesn’t just help with handling large amounts of data it is also capable

of finding very small trends present within the IR spectra, which is a nontrivial

problem as most IR spectra of biological samples often appear very similar since

they tend to contain the same molecules. The area of automated data classification

is a key part of the rapidly expanding field of ML, already having been applied to

many biological sample classifications [44–48].

Lasch et al [49], studied FTIR images of colorectal adenocarcinoma samples

using three different methods of cluster analysis which are unsupervised methods,

k means, fuzzy C-means and hierarchical clustering. Cluster analysis in general

aims to group spectra together based on how similar the features within the IR

spectra appear. This means that spectra within a given cluster, also called a class,

appear to be more similar than spectra belonging to another class, meaning that

the inter-class variation is larger than the intra-class variation within the cluster.

It does this by mapping the data in n dimensions, where n is the number of

wavenumbers within the study. Spectra which have similar profiles will therefore

be plotted closely in the n dimensional map and hence clustered together, Figure

1.2 shows a simple example with 3 clusters shown in 2 dimensions, with each cluster

coloured differently. Once each spectra has been labelled with a given class a false

colour image which shows the assigned label of each of the spectra spatially can

be made which allows for the tissue structure to be studied. Within the studied it

was found that all three methods worked well at discriminating the different tissue
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types with hierarchical clustering performing the best, but also taking the longest

to process at ≈ 4.5 hrs. They concluded that all the methods used increased the

information content of the IR images giving a greater insight into the structures

within the sample.

Figure 1.2: A simple example to show the premise of cluster analysis. The
data points shown above have been clustered into 3 classes and are distinguished
by their colour. Data points within the same class are deemed as being more

similar than the spectra not within the class.

In a study by Zawlik et al [50], FTIR images of triple negative breast can-

cer (TNBC), which is the most aggressive example of breast cancer, were studied

with the use of principle component analysis (PCA) which is another unsupervised

method. TNBC is a subtype of epithelial breast tumour and TNBC patients often

respond poorly to the standard chemotherapy treatment. Zawlik et al therefore

took FTIR images of tissue biopsies taken before and after chemotherapy. By

using PCA, which is a method that aims to find the major differences between

the spectra, they determined that discriminatory features were present within

the spectra. These differences were consistent with the pathologic and clinical

responses to chemotherapy and hence indicated the potential for IR imaging sys-

tems to be used in testing the effectiveness of chemotherapy treatments. PCA

works by converting the inputted data into several principle components which
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are essentially the key underlying structures within the IR spectra. They are or-

dered in such away that the first principle component is the one where there is the

most variation, the second having the second most variation etc. PCA is therefore

capable of finding both differences between spectra but also compresses the data

into key information needed for spectra classification. Because of this compression

PCA is often used before other ML techniques to reduce the large data sets to

more reasonable sizes, while still keeping the critical information.

An example of PCA being combined with another classification method was

shown by Kaznowska et al [51], who used PCA with linear discriminant analysis

(LDA) to classify various examples of colon tissue. Within the study they com-

pared spectra generated by FTIR of healthy, cancerous and post-chemotherapy

colon samples. Within the study they were able to achieve good separation

between the healthy and pre/post chemotherapy samples at wavenumbers asso-

ciated to key biological molecules, with a particularly strong discrimination at

1385 cm−1 which they concluded may become a key biomarker in the future. This

study again confirms that FTIR spectroscopy is a reliable source of important bio-

metric information which relates to the internal chemical composition of tissue in

various stages. Similar to the Zawlik et al study, the results imply that techniques

such as FTIR may be a useful tool to facilitate the monitoring of the efficiency of

treatments such as chemotherapy for cancer patients.

It is not just unsupervised ML techniques which have been applied to IR spectra

as Pilling et al [24] showed that a random forest (RF) classifier, a supervised

method, can be applied to sample discrimination as they used it on FTIR data

of prostate samples to achieve extraordinary discrimination. RF creates multiple

decision trees which aim to categorise the IR spectra based on their predefined

labels. Once a model has been generated capable of discriminating the previously

labelled example spectra, it can be applied to spectra which it has not previously

processed and make a prediction as to the class of the spectra based on its spectral

features. In this study Pilling et al, achieved discrimination of normal epithelium,

malignant epithelium, normal stroma and cancer associated stroma at over 95%.

Along with the excellent discrimination they also stained the samples with H&E
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before imaging them and also proved that the staining didn’t contribute to the

chemical discrimination. This is important as it shows that FTIR as a technique

can easily work side by side with other currently used histopathology techniques.

The results of this study show the strengths of a supervised method which allow

the ML algorithm to ‘learn’ from previously labelled samples and find the key

distinguishing factors which can then be used as important biomarkers for labelling

images in the future.

Fabien et al [52] applied another type of supervised learning method, artificial

neutral network (ANN) analysis to breast cancer samples. With this study they

collected FTIR data of four types of tissue; fibroadenoma, ductal carcinoma, con-

nective tissue and adipose tissue for both benign and malignant lesions in breast

cancer. They were able to achieve a discrimination success of 90%+ between the

benign and malignant samples. This indicated the strength of IR imaging as it

allows for a reliable and rapid diagnosing of tissue samples which is the fundamen-

tal aim for any histopathological tools. This study also demonstrated that these

techniques are not just capable of detecting the difference between healthy and

cancerous tissue but also between benign and malignant tumours, which would

clearly be a very useful tool for ascertaining the seriousness of a tumour quickly.

The development of an algorithm capable of processing large numbers of IR

spectra while also finding key hidden biomarkers is a considerable part of this

thesis and will be evaluated using FTIR data of both tissue and cell line samples.

The aim was to produce an algorithm which is capable of meeting both the needs

of a clinician and also researchers. Clinicians/histopathologists desire a diagnostic

tool which is capable of rapidly labelling the contents of a tissue sample, flagging

the presences of any diseased tissue and if there is, to potentially grade/evaluate

the severity. This ML method would only need to be a ‘blackbox’ approach as the

final answer is more important than the details of how the answer was produced, if

it has already been proven to be reliable. On the other hand researchers need a tool

capable of providing a greater insight into the chemical composition of the diseased

tissue and an algorithm which provides clear information on the structural and

chemical differences between any samples provided. This knowledge could enable
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a greater understanding of the fundamental processes at work within cancer and

may ultimately lead to better prevention, diagnostics and treatments.

As with many rapidly expanding areas of dynamic research such as ML coupled

with chemical imaging, there are problems that need to addressed before they are

adopted fully into medical standard practises [53, 54]. These are not so much fun-

damental problems but rather community issues, such as the lack of standardised

sample preparation routines, accepted outlines for experimental practices and no

general agreement as to the best ML methods to use. This wide range of ideas

may help as many groups are tackling the problem of tissue diagnostic via IR

spectroscopy in so many different directions which may ultimately lead to im-

provements in procedures, but this lack of consensus within the community is also

slowing the rate at which these same techniques are able to push towards general

adoption. There is also the issue that presently there are very few IR spectroscopy

studies that come close to the size of standard clinical trails and therefore gaining

the acceptance of the medical community at large would currently be very hard.

Optical instruments which use conventional optical lenses are fundamentally

limited in their spatial resolution. This limit is imposed by the diffraction limit

and affects all far-field optical instruments such as standard microscopes as well

as chemical imaging instruments such as FTIR and Raman. The diffraction limit

is explained in detail in Chapter 2, but can be generalised to Equation 1.1, where

d is the best possible resolution and λ is the wavelength of the probing light.

d =
λ

2
(1.1)

For mid-IR experiments such as those shown within this thesis this limits the

spatial resolution to ≈ 2.5-4 µm, which is somewhat worse than the optimal spatial

resolution of microscopes using visible limit which have a limit of around 0.2-

0.35 µm. Therefore when moving from the visible portion of the EM spectrum to

the IR region, when using far-field techniques spatial resolution is sacrificed. It is

important to note that these values are also ideal values and that in reality it can
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be very hard to approach these values due to defects in optics and misalignments.

These lower resolutions for IR imaging may still be adequate for some situations

but not if spatial resolution is critical, which is common for many surface science

experiments, the study of thin membranes and imaging of very small intercellular

structures. This has led to the development of instruments such as Scanning

Near-field Optical Microscopy (SNOM) and Tip Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

(TERS), which have the potential of IR imaging at much greater resolutions as

they exploit the near-field interaction [55]. Pohl et al demonstrated the first

example of diffraction ‘breaking’ resolution using a visible light source and achieved

a resolution of 25 nm which equates to ≈ λ
20

[56].

Richter et al [57] used TERS to image the proteins and lipids on the surface

of a cancerous colon cell (HT29). TERS is able to beat the diffraction limit by

localising the electromagnetic field at the apex of a very sharp metallic tip which

has a surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) coating. By using a near-

field technique such as TERS they were able to achieve a spatial resolution of

between 10-20 nm. By using a form of data analysis they were able to separate the

contributions from both the lipids and proteins within the IR spectra. This allows

for the independent mapping of both molecular species at a nanometre scale which

is fundamentally impossible with far-field techniques such as FTIR, Raman and

standard optical microscopy.

In another TERS study by Wood et al [58] they were able to demonstrate

that TERS is capable of mapping the presence of hemozoin crystals, a product

produced by some blood feeding parasites, within a sectioned malaria infected red

blood cell. They were able to study the features within the IR spectra produced

by TERS and compare these to the expected features of the hemozoin crystals

and were therefore capable of determining the presence of such crystals within

the cell. Again they were able of achieving incredibly high spatial resolution

while still capturing the desired IR spectra which allow for the mapping of various

chemicals. The authors comments that they foresee approaches such as TERS to

lead the way to a novel drug screening modality for the detection of drugs binding
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to the hemozoins surface within cells without the hemozoin crystals needing to be

extracted first.

TERS is not the only high spatial resolution IR imaging technique to gain trac-

tion as SNOM is also seeing a surge in attention. Cricenti et al [59], demonstrated

that an aperture SNOM instrument coupled with a IR free electron laser (FEL)

is capable of imaging thin film samples at a spatial resolution of 200 nm which

is ≈ λ
35

. They first used a FTIR to gather general spectra for both the sulphur

and nitrogen oxide compounds. By using these IR spectra a wavenumber could

be chosen which is shown to behave differently for both compounds, which is this

example was 1438 cm−1. This demonstrates the practise of using the wide spectral

information available in far-field techniques to inform the experiments of near-field

studies, this also took place within the SCAnCan experiments. By comparing the

image produced while using 1438 cm−1 against the image when imaging with light

at a wavelength with poor light-sample interaction such as 1515 cm−1, chemical

specificity is demonstrated as there is clear contrast in the image produced when

using 1438 cm−1, showing the chemical variation on the surface and very little

when using 1515 cm−1. This highlights again as with TERS the powerful poten-

tial of near-field techniques to gain chemical sensitive images of samples at very

high resolutions.

A recent study by Halliwell et al [60], who was also member of the SCAnCan

group, used the same aperture SNOM which is described in detail later within the

following chapter to image several types of cervical samples. The samples were

images at four wavenumbers associated to key biological cell components; DNA

(1225 cm−1), Amide II (1550 cm−1), Amide I (1650 cm−1) and lipids (1750 cm−1).

Within the study they were able to demonstrate that by using ML techniques

already discussed such as PCA and PCA-LDA it is possible to achieve a high

level of discrimination between the samples. This ability to discriminate between

various tissue samples is akin to the far-field techniques described earlier but with

instruments such as SNOM it is possible to accomplish the same feat while also

maintaining a very high resolution.
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As SNOM instruments are not limited to the optical limitations such as the

diffraction limit any light source can in principal be used as long as the apparatus

involved in the instrumentation are capable of effectively transmitting the light.

This means that SNOMs have not only been assigned to IR wavelength, highlighted

by studies such as Perner et al [61] who used visible light to image the effects of

varying the oestrogen concentration of breast cancer cells. Although the SNOM

did not have access to the wealth of information available in IR imaging it was

still able to gain high resolution images of the morphology of the sample which is

what was desired within this experiment.

In a study by Kaupp et al [62], a variant of SNOM has demonstrated which

uses an apertureless tip unlike the previous examples which used an aperture

SNOM fibre, the difference will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.

In essence the difference is in how the SNOM tip is sensitive the light-sample

interaction. Within this study they were able to again achieve a high resolution

using a SNOM while also demonstrating clear differences between the images of

healthy and cancerous bladder samples.

Instruments such as TERS and SNOM are still in development and are still

in the process of solidifying their position within the imaging field. As they have

been shown in several cases to beat the diffraction limit and achieve images which

would otherwise be impossible they are clearly a powerful tool which when de-

veloped fully may allow previously impossible insights into the mircostructures at

play within biological samples. The development and assessment of a aperture

SNOM in combination with a IR-FEL for its use in biological studies will also be

a considerable section of this thesis.
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1.2 Barrett’s oesophagus and oesophageal can-

cer

As cancer is such a large field it is obviously impossible to consider all its variants

within a single thesis and therefore only cancer of the oesophagus will be studied. It

is important to note that even though this thesis is aimed at oesophageal cancer,

the instruments and analytical techniques demonstrated may be applicable to

other forms of cancer or diseases. Oesophageal cancer was studied as it was the

speciality of the clinicians who collaborated with the SCAnCan group, but it is a

critical area of research as it has one of the fastest growing incident rates within

the western world [63]. Although within the developed world oesophageal cancer

is relatively rare compared to other cancers only affecting 0.45% of the population,

it has one of the highest relative mortality rates at 0.35% [10], meaning that close

to 80% of all patients diagnosed will die from it. The statistics are even worse for

less developed areas of the world where the incident and mortality rates are 1.05%

and 0.85% respectively. The high rate of mortality is generally due to the cancer

undergoing spreading to other areas of the body before symptoms have become

apparent leading to a diagnosis [64].

Often lifestyle influences such as alcohol consumption, smoking, dietary factors

and obesity are attributed to a person developing oesophageal cancer but there can

also be medical conditions which dramatically increase the likelihood of developing

oesophageal cancer. An example of such a condition is Barrett’s oesophagus (BO),

which can increase the likelihood of developing oesophageal cancer by up to 40

times [65] and is therefore categorised as a precursor to cancer. Barrett’s patients

therefore have regular evaluations to assess if any early stage cancer is present

within the oesophagus, so that treatment can be carried out rapidly, catching

it before it spreads. This is usually done by taking biopsies of the oesophagus

using an endoscope and implementing standard histology techniques to detect the

presence of any early stage cancer, called dysplasia.
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Barrett’s oesophagus occurs when the lining of the oesophagus undergoes meta-

plasia, which is when the native cells within a region of tissue are replaced with

cells of a different type. In the case of Barrett’s oesophagus the normal lining

of stratified squamous epithelium cells are replaced by columnar epithelium cells

which have similar properties to that of the stomach lining [66]. This transforma-

tion is usually due to serious gastro-oesophageal reflux diseases, which results in

the patient having chronic acid reflux. Acid reflux is when the stomach contents

passes back into the oesophagus, the change in environment within the lower oe-

sophagus is what drives the tissue to change as the cells are adapting to the new

conditions. Hence why the metaplastic lining resembles that of the stomach rather

than the oesophagus.

When tissue undergoes metaplasia it is prone to becoming dysplastic, which

is to say that it has begun to appear abnormal or dysfunctional [67]. Tissue is

described as being dysplastic when it has changed in both morphology and internal

structures. Although not all occurrences of dysplasia will become cancerous it is

known as being a pre-cancer indicator. Dysplastic tissues tend to be less structured

and are often shown to have larger irregular nucleii. Previous work by members

of the SCAnCan team used this abundance of nucleic material (DNA) to label

cancerous tissue with a SNOM [68]. Dysplasia is such a strong indicator of the

potential for cancer that Barrett’s oesophagus patients who show clear dysplastic

area in their biopsies will have surgery to remove the oesophageal areas along with

and some of its surrounding.

There is a very limited amount of published work demonstrating the application

of high spatial resolution techniques to oesophageal cancer. Previous work by

Craig et al [69], showed that structural features found within Barrett’s oesophagus

samples called crypts can be imaged using a SNOM coupled with an IR-FEL. It

was found that both the DNA and the glycoprotein signals were enhanced within

the crypt region. At the same time the distribution of chemicals contributing to the

Amide II signal were found to be anti correlated to the DNA. The spatial resolution

shown in this study was capable of detailing the chemical microstructures within
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the sample which would not be possible with techniques such as FTIR and Raman

spectroscopy.

There are a greater number of far-field studies than near-field due to the larger

number of such instruments being available [70–72]. In a study by Old et al

[73], oesophageal cytology brushings were taken using an endoscope from patients

with Barrett’s and oesophageal cancer. A PCA-LDA classifier was used to label

the collected cells which had been cytospun onto slides and imaged with FTIR

spectroscopy. The generated classifier was shown to produce good sensitivity for

Barrett’s neoplasia at ≈ 80% but poor specificity at only 60%. They were also not

able to accurately classify nondysplastic Barretts oesophageal cells, which would

be key for a diagnostic tool. This study is a proof of concept for IR imaging

of diseased tissues, such as oesophageal cancer, to develop a new iteration of

histopathology, but it also highlights that currently the methods are not ready for

medical use.

In Timothy Craig’s thesis [74], the application of ML techniques such as cluster

analysis were applied to FTIR images of oesophageal tissue samples. This will be

discussed in greater detail later in Chapter 3 as it led to the development of

metric analysis, which is a newly developed ML algorithm. Within the thesis it is

demonstrated that tissue discrimination is possible for oesophageal samples but it

also shows that cluster analysis comes with limitations which may mean they are

not ideal.

The aim of the research within this thesis is therefore to ascertain the potential

strength of chemical imaging as both a diagnostic and research tool. A diagnostic

tool should allow pathologists to assess if biopsies from Barrett’s patients show any

early signs of cancer while a research tool would be capable of supplying detailed

information on the processes going on within the tissue.

Within this thesis samples of both tissue biopsies (Barrett’s and oesophageal

cancer) are studied along with commercial cell lines, which contain cells of only

one specified type are studied. These samples are outlined in detail in the following

chapter.
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1.3 Thesis outline

Within this thesis there are two main areas of work, the first is the study of

FTIR data using a newly developed algorithm to discriminate various sample types

and to also provide potential insights into the chemical differences. The newly

developed algorithm will be compared to random forest which is a commonly

used and established machine learning technique. The second area of work is

the development and application of an IR-SNOM instrument to image biological

samples at resolutions not possible with other far-field spectroscopic instruments,

to asses its usefulness for biological studies.

Chapter 1

Chapter 1 aims to give an introduction into cancer and the current state of cancer

diagnostics. The current ‘gold standard’ for cancer diagnostics will be outlined

along with the potential flaws involved. Chemical imaging is introduced with a

brief introduction into the key fundamentals of how it may help with tissue diag-

nostics and its application for cancer. The need for machine learning is discussed

with a focus on its application within this thesis. Barrett’s oesophagus and oe-

sophageal cancer is outlined as it is the focus of this thesis, with information

presented as to the importance of studying this disease.

Chapter 2

Chapter 2 will mostly summarise the experimental techniques and instrumentation

used within this thesis. A review of the general physics knowledge needed to

understand the instrumentation is outlined along with the practises used to create

and prepare the biological samples.
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Chapter 3

In Chapter 3 the current state of machine learning for disease diagnostics will be

discussed, with an overview of the work previous carried out within SCAnCan on

ML. The methodology of the metrics analysis code which was developed to process

and classify FTIR data is outlined using simplified artificially generated spectra

for clarity.

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 will present the results of applying the metric analysis code to both cell

lines and tissue samples. The performance of the metrics analysis code is compared

to the random forest routine which is a commonly used machine learning process.

Within this chapter the first documented example of a machine learning al-

gorithm distinguishing between cancer associated myofibroblasts and non-cancer

associated myofibroblasts is demonstrated using metric analysis. This is currently

very hard to do with standard optical techniques. The metric analysis was also

shown to outperform an established ML technique in random forest, in both cor-

rect prediction rates and processing time. The metric analysis was tested on both

tissue biopsies and cell line samples and was found to achieve a high performance

in both studies.

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 outlines the work carried out with the SNOM and assess it performance

and potential uses in cancer research. It will demonstrate the achievement of

diffraction beating resolution and the potential implications to research.

In this chapter a spatial resolution of 0.15 µm ± 0.05 µm was demonstrated

which is 20 times better than the diffraction limit. A full image of an internal

structure within the cell is presented, highlighting the potential of the SNOM. The
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SNOM was compared to FTIR and was found to be considerably less topography

dependent which is clearly beneficial.

Chapter 6

Chapter 6 will conclude the thesis highlighting the key achievements and predicting

the possible future directions the research may continue in.



Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques

2.1 Microscopy and spectroscopy

Traditional microscopy uses the interaction of light, usually light from the visible

region of the electromagnetic spectrum (EM), with the sample to generate con-

trast in the generated image. At visible wavelengths the contrast is mostly due

to the morphology of the sample and contains very little information about it’s

chemical composition. To overcome this limitation many stains have been devel-

oped which act to highlight the presence of important biological molecules such as

proteins, lipids and nucleic acids. The most commonly used stain is Hematoxylin

and Eosin (H&E) which colours areas which are heavy in proteins pink and areas

rich in nucleic acids blue. H&E staining and modern microscopes have become the

standard around the world for differentiating tissues by capitalising on the added

contrast given by the stain which gives considerably more insight into the chem-

ical distribution within the sample. The main limitations of modern microscopy

for tissue discrimination is the time required to prepare the samples and then

manually study them under a microscope. There is also the added issue that this

methodology is somewhat subjective as it is up to the histologist to determine the

result based on the apparent tissue features.

24
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Due to these limitations in traditional microscopy there has been a drive for

quicker and more quantitative methodologies for tissue discrimination, which with

the recent advancements in computational technology and instrumentation has

seen infrared (IR) spectroscopy emerge as a front runner. Spectroscopy relies on

the unique variation in absorbance over a range of IR wavelengths for a given

sample. IR light is absorbed due to the excitation of the vibrational states of the

molecules within the sample. As different areas of a tissue samples will contain

varying amounts of the critical biological molecules there will a notable variation

in the collected spectra. By studying these spectral differences it is possible to

distinguish a large array of different tissue types. IR spectroscopy has become

prevalent compared to other wavelength regions due to the photon energy within

the IR range being equal to that of the vibrational transitions of many common

biological molecules. IR spectroscopy is therefore a technique which is sensitive to

the chemical composition within the sample allowing for the distribution of such

chemicals to be imaged without any dyes. Spectra are traditionally displayed in

terms of wavelength, which is the inverse of the wavenumber. The key strength to

spectroscopy is that it is able to give insight not only on the morphology but also

the chemical content within the sample, which gives the classifier more information

to distinguish the tissue types.

2.2 Physics of optics

The physics of how light interacts with materials is critical to the understanding

of the instruments used within this thesis and as many principles will be used

repeatedly throughout, this section aims to detail the relevant physics ideas.

2.2.1 Diffraction limit

A central principle within optics is the diffraction limit, which defines the smallest

resolvable object a given instrument is able to image. The term diffraction limit
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comes from the fundamental restraint on the resolution imposed due to far-field

diffraction effects. This limit has been known for some time, as Ernst Abbe in

1873 showed that the best resolution is approximately half that of the wavelength

using visible light [75]. The full equation which defines the smallest resolvable

object is:

dlimit =
λ

2nsin(θ)
(2.1)

where dlimit is the size of the smallest resolvable object, λ is the wavelength of the

light, n is the real component of the refractive index of the material which the

light is travelling through and θ is the objective lens half aperture angle. Since in

air n ≈ 1 and θ = π
2

for an ideal lens, Equation 2.1 simplifies to:

dlimit =
λ

2
(2.2)

For the mid IR wavelengths of 5-10 µm used for the experiments within this thesis

the resolution would be limited to 2.5-5 µm. The observed resolution may be larger

though as these are values under ideal conditions and things such as misalignment

and aberrations due to the optics which harm the resolution.

2.2.2 Wave behaviour at a boundary

When light reaches a boundary between two materials, such as when the light

is exiting a sample and passing into the air, it is capable of both reflection and

transmission. An important material property which determines how the light will

behave is a medium’s complex refractive index n. A complex refractive index is

made up of two parts as shown in Equation 2.3, where n is the real component

and the l is the imaginary component.

n = n+ il (2.3)

The real component of a material’s refractive index is given by the following equa-

tion where cv is the speed of light in a true vacuum and cm is the speed of light in
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the material.

n =
cv
cm

(2.4)

Depending on the angle of incidence light will undergo varying amounts of

reflection and transmission at the boundary. Figure 2.1 shows that the transmitted

wave will have changed direction and therefore has undergone refraction. The

angle of the transmitted beam from the normal can be calculated using Snell’s law

shown below:

n1sin(θi) = n2sin(θt) (2.5)

where n1 and n2 are the real components of the respective materials refractive

index and θi is the angle of incidence and θt is the angle of refraction.

Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the interaction of light at a boundary between
two materials with different refractive indices.

Snell’s law can be used to demonstrate a situation where all the light is re-

flected back into the medium. This phenomenon is called total internal reflection

and occurs when n1 > n2 and the angle of refraction is > 90◦. The critical angle

θc defines the minimum incident angle which will facilitate total internal reflec-

tion and can be determined by rearranging Snell’s law after having θt = 90◦, the
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equation for the critical angle is shown below:

θc = sin−1
(n2

n1

)
(2.6)

Total internal reflection is the main principle of how optical fibres, such as the

one used in the SNOM instrument which is discussed later, are able to efficiently

transmit light along a non linear path.

Fresnel’s equations can be used to define the proportion of light which will be

reflected at a boundary by calculating the reflection coefficient for both s and p

polarised, which are shown below:

Rs =

(
n1cos(θi)− n2cos(θt)

n1cos(θi) + n2cos(θt)

)2

(2.7)

Rp =

(
n1cos(θt)− n2cos(θi)

n1cos(θt) + n2cos(θi)

)2

(2.8)

where Rs and Rp are the reflection coefficients for s and p polarised light respec-

tively. Since the transmission coefficients and reflection coefficients sum to 1, the

proportion of light which is transmitted across a boundary can be simply found

by:

T = 1−R (2.9)

Another important phenomenon which is a fundamental principle behind many

instruments such as attenuated total reflectance FTIR and SNOM is the creation

of evanescent waves. The existence of evanescent waves can be shown by building

on the equations already shown. The derivation below is for the generation of

evanescent waves within an attenuated total reflectance FTIR instrument and not

that of a SNOM as the near-fields produced within a complex sample such as

tissues is currently too complicated to clearly define mathematically. The result

below does ultimately demonstrate the general structure of near-field radiation

which is that of a exponential field that decays very quickly, which is common for

all near-fields independent of their generation.
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As previously stated, if the angle of incidence is larger than the critical angle

total internal reflection will take place. But as will be shown this isn’t the whole

picture.

If Snell’s law is rearranged and applied to the condition for total internal re-

flection which is θi > θc the result is Equation 2.10

sin−1
(n2

n1

sin(θt)
)
> θc (2.10)

By substituting in the equation for the critical angle and simplifying we get a

constraint on θt when undergoing total internal reflection.

sin(θt) > 1 (2.11)

This constraint can be used to show how evanescent waves are formed by applying

it to the equation for the transmitted plane wave electric field equation ~ET shown

below:

~ET = ~E0T e
i(~k~x−ωt) (2.12)

where ~E0T is the amplitude, ~k is the wave vector, ~x is the position vector, ω is

the frequency of the light and t is time. In Equation 2.12 the wave vector and

position vector can be expanded, giving them in terms of the x and y axes. For

this example the system will be a 2D plane as shown in Figure 2.1.

~ET = ~E0T e
i(kxx+kyy−ωt) (2.13)

The equation can then be altered so that it is in terms of kT rather than kx and

ky, which gives:

~ET = ~E0T e
ix(kT sin(θT ))eiy(kT cos(θT ))e−iωt (2.14)

The important term in Equation 2.14 which helps to show the properties of the

evanescent waves is the second exponential which describes the field in the y-axis.

First the cosine function has to be converted into a sine function which can be
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done with the following equation.

cos(θT ) =
√

1− sin(θT )2 (2.15)

It was shown in Equation 2.11 that sin(θT ) > 1 which by using Equation 2.15

shows that cos(θT ) must a complex term. Equation 2.14 therefore becomes:

~ET = ~E0T e
ix(kT sin(θT ))e−Aye−iωt (2.16)

where A is an arbitrary number. The real component of Equation 2.16 can be

found which depicts the structure of the evanescent wave present in the second

medium, which is shown below.

Re( ~ET ) = ~E0T cos(xkT sin(θT )− ωt)e−Ay (2.17)

Equation 2.17 shows that on the surface of the original medium, which in the

case of SNOM would be the sample, is a oscillating non-propagating wave which

decays exponentially the further away from the samples surface. Evanescent waves

are often very hard to detect as they only extend a very small distance from the

surface. As previously mentioned evanescent waves are critical to the operation of

scanning near-field optical microscopy which will be discussed in detail later.

2.2.3 Absorption

Absorption is integral to the studies carried out within this thesis as it is the

foundation of spectroscopy and chemical mapping. Previously it was shown that

the behaviour of light at a boundary between two mediums is dependent on the

real component of the refractive index of each material. Absorption instead details

how the light interacts within a given medium. The absorbance of a given material

A, can be calculated by using:

A =
4πlL

λ
(2.18)
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where l is the imaginary component of the materials refractive index, L is the path

length and λ is the wavelength of the light. The importance of Equation 2.18 is

that it shows absorbance is dependent on both the refractive index of the material

determined by chemicals within and also the wavelength of the light used to probe

it.

Another commonly used relation within spectroscopy is the Beers-Lambert

shown in equation 2.19:

A = εLc (2.19)

where A is absorbance, ε is the molar absorptivity coefficient, L is again the path

length and c is the analyte concentration. The molar absorptivity coefficient is de-

pendent on both the molecule in question and the wavelength of the probing light.

This is a useful relation as it demonstrates the intuitive relationship between the

sample composition and the absorbance. As both L and c essentially describe how

much of the molecule is present within the sample and ε describes the likelihood

of absorption occurring depending on the wavelength of the incident light.
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2.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS) was first developed in the late 60’s and has

been used to gather spectral information in a wide variety of applications [11, 76–

78]. But because of the limited computational throughput of the computers of the

time the development was slow. Two decades after its first introduction advances

in computer power enabled FTS techniques since they were better equipped to

handle, what was at the time, large computational requirements needed to carry

out the Fourier transform calculations. This caused the field of FTS to bloom

with many variations theorised and tested, including visible and ultra-violet wave-

lengths sources [79–81] but the most successful and now commonly used is Fourier

transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry. The strength of FTIR is that it has the

potential to excel in biological research due to the many organic chemical absorp-

tion features present within the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

It is for this reason that FTIR is one of the techniques at the forefront of research

for tissue diagnostics.

All the FTIR data presented in this thesis was collected on a spectrometer

which is part of Professor Peter Gardener’s group at the Manchester Institute of

Biotechnology. The machine is a commercial instrument developed by Varian,

shown in Figure 2.2, and consists of a Varian Cary 620 FTIR microscope coupled

with a Varian Cary 670 spectrometer, with a broadband GloBar IR light source.

Varian has since been bought by Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara CA, USA. The

instrument is fitted with a 128x128 pixel N2(liq) cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride

(MCT) focal plane array (FPA) detector. By using an FPA rather than a single

sensor detector as used in other FTIR instruments, it is possible to collect 16,384

spectra from various spatial positions on the sample simultaneously. This is one

of the major strengths of FTIR in that many absorption spectra can be collected

over a wide IR range in a relatively short amount of time. For the vast majority

of images taken the FITR was setup to have a pixel size of 5.5 µm giving an image

size of 704 µm x 704 µm. A higher magnification condenser can be used to decrease

the pixel size to 1.1 µm and although this technically allow for smaller pixel sizes
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resulting in higher detail, it doesn’t mean the resolution has become 1.1 µm as

FTIR is still limited by far-field physics. This is the major limitation of FTIR in

that it does not manage to overcome the diffraction limit discussed previously and

therefore can struggle to image the very fine details within a sample.

Figure 2.2: Professor Peter Gardner’s FTIR instrument at the Manchester
Institute of Biotechnology.

The sample is placed within a purge box which creates and maintains an en-

vironment of dry air with low levels of CO2 around the sample. A purge gas

generator feeds a constant flow of purged air into a loosely air tight perspex box

which surrounds the sample stage, resulting in a higher than atmospheric pressure

within the FTIR, which acts to stop any of the ambient air from entering the

instrument. This is important since both CO2 and H2O have large absorption fea-

tures within the same IR spectral range that is significant for biological studies. A

humidity monitor is used within the purge box to measure the H2O content of the

air and every time the perspex box is opened to replace a sample approximately

15-20 minutes is needed before scanning for the levels to drop to an acceptable

level.
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A background scan is needed to remove features in the spectra due to, contami-

nants on the optics, variations in the H2O content of the air, absorption within the

slide or differences in the pixel efficiencies on the FPA. The background is taken

on a clean slide to prevent image artefacts due to contaminants being present in

the background image. This has to be rerun every time the purge box has been

opened and the H2O has stabilised.

2.3.1 FTIR principles

In most FTIR spectrometry equipment a broadband thermal IR light source is used

to illuminate the sample, but with recent developments in tunable IR lasers such

as quantum cascade lasers, new light sources have begun to be used within various

microscopy and spectroscopic instruments [82, 83]. There are multiple modes of

operation used in modern FTIR, transmission, reflectance and attenuated total

reflection (ATR). The principles of how each work are similar only varying in how

the light illuminates the sample, Figure 2.3 demonstrates these differences. In

transmission mode, which is exclusively used for the work in this thesis, the IR

light passes through both the sample and the IR transmissive slide it is mounted

on. In reflectance mode the light strikes the sample at an angle and reflects off

the IR reflective slide on which the sample is mounted. Finally, in ATR mode a

IR transmissive prism is used to mount the sample. The light internally reflects

off the boundary between the sample and prism creating evanescent waves which

penetrate into the sample. The evanescent waves are only able to probe a small

distance in to the sample, usually only around a micron, allowing for a different

sample thickness to be studied compared to transmission and reflectance.

After the light has interacted with the sample via any of these modes it is

then passed to a interferometer before finally reaching the detector. For most

modern infrared spectrometers a Michelson interferometer is used, a schematic of

a Michelson interferometer is shown in Figure 2.4. A Michelson interferometer

works by equally splitting the incoming light from the sample into two arms using
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Figure 2.3: A diagram showing the various FTIR imaging modes, a) Trans-
mission mode where the light passes through the sample and the transmissive
slide, b) Reflectance mode which shows the light passing through the sample
where it then reflects off the IR reflective slide and c) Attenuated total reflec-
tion (ATR) mode which uses a prism made of IR transparent material to create

evanescent waves at the sample-prism boundary to probe the sample.

a beam splitter, which is usually made of CaF2 or near infrared (NIR) quartz for

near IR instruments. One arm is sent to a fixed IR mirror while the other travels

to a computer controlled oscillating IR mirror, which moves in the axis of the

beams direction. The light reflects off both mirrors recombining back at the beam

splitter where they will undergo constructive and destructive interference. The

interference effect will vary depending on the different frequencies of light which

make up each beam, therefore encoding the spectral information within the time

domain of the recombined beam.

Figure 2.4: Schematic of a basic Michelson interferometer.
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The recombined beam is then recorded by an IR FPA detector as a interference

pattern, called a interferogram. An example of an interferogram taken from an

image of Barrett’s oesophagus tissue is shown in Figure 2.5. To convert the spectral

information from the time domain f (t) into the frequency domain f (v) a Fast

Fourier transform (FFT) is used, shown in Equation 2.20.

f(v) =

∫ ∞
−∞

f(t)e2viπtdt (2.20)

Once the FFT has been applied to the interferogram, the result is a spectrum

showing the absorbance of the sample over a range of wavenumbers, Figure 2.5

shows the result of performing an FFT on the interferogram. The benefit of using

an interferometry spectrometer is that the data gathered at every increment mea-

sured by the detector contains information over a large spectral range. Whereas

standard grating spectrometry only gathers information over a very narrow band

of the spectrum given by the size of the grating.

Figure 2.5: A typical interferogram and absorption spectra taken from a FTIR
image of Barrett’s oesophagus tissue. In a) a full interferogram, b) a cropped
section from a) to better show the interference pattern and c) an absorption

spectra formed by carrying out a FFT on the interferogram shown in a).

FTIR also benefits from using interferometry due to the multiplex advantage,

originally proposed by Fellgett, which acts to improve the signal to noise of the

data collected [84]. In instruments such as FTIR a very broad light source is

used and hence a large amount of the light is incident on the sample/detector.

An alternative method to interferometry is to use a variable grating to sweep the

sources wavelength range in a number of discrete steps, with each allowing only a
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very narrow wavelength range to reach the sample/detector. This would result in a

considerably lower intensity at each step as the grating simply blocks the unwanted

wavelengths, which produces a much weaker signal produced by the detector.

Interferometry is therefore able to record a much larger signal resulting in an

increased signal to noise on the detector output. This advantage is compounded as

a large component of the noise in IR experiments is often attributed to the detector,

unlike at other wavelength where factors such as the source and optics dominate

the noise, which means the quality of interferometry data is often superior. The

multiplex advantage is therefore one of the reasons why IR interferometry such as

FTIR has flourished. To further improve the quality of the data taken each FTIR

image is made up of 256 individual scans which are averaged together.

2.3.2 FTIR data structure

The detector on the FTIR used at the Manchester Institute of Biotechnology

uses a IR FPA which means it has a 2D array of IR sensors rather than just a

single one as used in some FTIR instruments. It is therefore possible to take

multiple spectra at different spatial positions on the sample simultaneously. The

data generated by the FTIR is therefore a 3D hypercube with the dimensions of

128x128xn where n is the number of wavenumbers recorded in the spectra. An

image representing a hypercube is shown in Figure 2.6, where the x and y-axes

show the variation in absorption spatially and the z axis represents the variation

at different wavenumbers. A hypercube can be envisioned as many images stacked

on top of each other with each image showing the variation in absorption spatially

at a different wavenumber.

Although the number of spectra within an image is fixed by the number of

sensors in the FPA, a computer controlled motorised stage can be used to take

multiple images at different areas of the sample. These images can then be stitched

together post scan to create a larger mosaic image.
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Figure 2.6: A 3D representation of a hypercube taken of Barrett’s oesopha-
gus tissue. The 2D face shows the spatial variation in absorption at a single
wavenumber. Whereas the z axis shows the variation in absorption at one point
on the sample over many wavenumbers, producing a spectra such as the one

shown.

2.4 Infrared scanning near-field optical microscopy

Standard optical microscopy at visible wavelengths has been widely used in biology

and medicine all around the world for hundreds of years. It has been used in both

research and as a tool for studying a vast range of samples. This is partly due

to its relatively low cost, ease of use and powerful capabilities for gaining critical

diagnostic information. Given these advantages it is still limited by the same far-

field physics shown previously to restrict FTIR. For visible wavelengths of λ ≈

0.4-0.8 µm the theoretical optimal resolution is around 0.2-0.4 µm and in reality

is often worse due to the imperfect optics used. It is this limit in resolution and

the desire to image smaller and smaller objects that has driven the development

of techniques which aim to improve the resolution of imaging instruments.

One method to improve resolution would be to use smaller wavelengths as the

probing light, since the resolution is proportional to the lights wavelength. This

would improve the resolution but isn’t always appropriate since it can often be dif-

ficult to produce the necessary optics to efficiently work at the given wavelength.

There is also the added complication that different areas of the EM spectrum will
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result in different absorption features being present due to the changing mech-

anisms of interaction between the light and the sample, which may make the

images hard to interpret. Also just because a light source of smaller wavelength

can be used to gain better spatial resolution it doesn’t necessarily mean that the

absorption spectra will contain any of the desired information.

An extension to the thought of using smaller wavelengths are techniques such as

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

Electron microscopy uses energetic electron beams to act as a source of very short

wavelength light to give incredibly high spatial nanometre resolution. The wave-

length (λ) of the electron beam can be calculated by using the relativistic corrected

de Broglie condition shown in Equation 2.21:

λ ≈ h√
2Em0(1 + E

2m0c2
)

(2.21)

where h is Planck’s constant, E is the accelerating energy on the electron beam,

m0 is the rest mass of an electron and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. There are

limitations with electron microscopy techniques for this area of research, chiefly

being that the samples must be placed within a high vacuum which is often not

possible for biological samples. There are potential solutions to this as many

steps can be taken to prepare the sample such as chemical fixing, dehydration and

embedding may make it capable of surviving the vacuum but this is often not guar-

anteed and these are lengthy and laborious tasks which increase the preparation

requirements [85]. The high intensity of an electron beam require to image the

tissue samples would tend to damage it as it interacted with the sample. A further

complication of imaging biological samples such as tissue is that even when dried

they are relatively thick at a few microns. This is much larger than the usual

sample thickness of < 100 nm which the electron microscopes are designed for.

Electron microscopes such as TEM and SEM may also not provide the desired

chemical information needed for the purposes of tissue differentiation as they are

often focused on the morphology of the sample rather than the chemical content.

There are methods such as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) which may be
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more appropriate but it still suffers from many of the limitations present in TEM

and SEM. EELS is capable of assessing the presence of key elements within the

sample by measuring the inelastic scattering of the electrons. This is not so helpful

for tissue differentiation as the key is the variations in the complex molecules such

as proteins which distinguish the two and not the elements which are common to

most biological substances. The need therefore for an in air technique able to beat

the diffraction limit with IR light becomes apparent.

2.4.1 SNOM principles

The first outline for an instrument able to overcome the diffraction limit was pre-

sented as far back as 1928 by Synge [86]. He stated that a very small aperture

illuminated from behind could be used as a subwavelength sized light source. The

aperture would then be placed very close to the samples surface so that the dis-

tance between the two was much less than the wavelength of the light. This would

result in the collected light having only interacted with a very small volume of the

sample directly beneath the aperture. The resolution of such a device is there-

fore proportional to the size of the aperture rather than the wavelength of the

light, which is it’s key strength since high resolution imaging is possible without

the need for a diffraction limited lenses to focus the light. An added benefit of

the resolution being independent of the probing light’s wavelength is that it al-

lows for the high-resolution imaging at any wavelength with desirable absorption

characteristics, such as IR. Near-field optical microscopy would therefore be capa-

ble imaging biological samples using infrared wavelength light at subwavelength

resolution. Even in the early stages of near-field microscopy’s development the

technique was envisioned to help with biological problems, by capitalising on the

high spatial resolution capabilities which other methods could not [87].

Although the principles of aperture near-field imaging were first proposed al-

most a century ago, due to the complex technology required for such a device it

was not demonstrated experimentally until 1972 by Ash and Nicholls [88]. They

used a microwave source of λ ≈ 3 cm, to gain a resolution of around λ/60, which
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was the first experimental evidence that near-field optical instruments were ca-

pable of overcoming the diffraction limit, beating it by a factor of 30. Since the

separation of the sample and aperture must be very small, the mechanical require-

ments needed to advance near-field imaging to visible or infrared light sources

becomes much more substantial. These requirements hampered the development

of near-field imaging at submicrowave wavelengths until the development of scan-

ning tunnelling microscopy (STM) in 1982 by Binnig and Rohrer [89].

STM was the first imaging technique to successfully use the revolutionary new

piezoelectric drives capable of controlled movements over nanometre distances.

The introduction of these drives led to an explosion in the field of scanning probe

microscopy (SPM), due the high precision capabilities of piezoelectric drives to set

and maintain very small probe to sample distances. Piezoelectric drives can also be

used to move the sample very small distances underneath the tip allowing for the

precise scanning of very small image areas not previously possible. It was not long

after the development of STM that the same technology was applied to near-field

optics by Phol et al in 1984 [56]. They were able the obtain the first diffraction

breaking resolution images with visible light achieving a resolution of λ/20 (≈

25 nm) by using an optical fibre as a very small aperture to carryout the near-

field imaging. This technique was called scanning near-field optical microscopy

(SNOM/NSOM). The premise of this technique is to capitalise on the evanescent

waves present at the samples surface. In the immediate vicinity of an object radi-

ating electromagnetic waves there is a near-field component that consists of high

frequency contributions that contain information on the physical structure of the

object at length scales shorter than the wavelength of the EM wave. This near-field

contribution decays rapidly with distance from the source. However an aperture

within the near-field region will capture these high frequency contributions and

yield information on length scales shorter than the diffraction limit. Since the

aperture is very small only light from a small area of sample is able to propa-

gate into the fibre. Finally near-field optics began to gain traction as a powerful

technique capable of gaining important chemical information common in many
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standard optical techniques but at vastly improved resolutions. Many advance-

ments have been made within near-field optical microscopy, with other techniques

finding success in overcoming the diffraction limit such as, tip enhanced Raman

spectroscopy (TERS) [90, 91] and near-field optical random mapping (NORM)

microscopy [92]. This thesis though will focus on SNOM as used by the SCAnCan

group for subwavelength resolution near-field imaging.

2.4.2 SNOM instrumentation

Modern SNOMs generally work, as pioneered by Pohl et al, by using an optical fibre

to create a subwavelength sized aperture capable of being scanned over the samples

surface. To obtain a very small aperture a fibre with an inner core diameter of the

desired aperture size can be used, but this isn’t always possible as manufacturing

a reliable fibre with an inner core with a submicron diameter would be extremely

hard. It is possible though to create a submicron aperture by sharpening one end

of the fibre into a tip which is then coated with an opaque metal in such a way

to create a tiny aperture over the fibres core, this will be discussed in detail later

in the chapter. The principles of SNOM are applicable to any wavelength of light

but in practice an appropriate fibre which allows efficient transmission of the light

isn’t always currently available. For most IR instruments and the SNOM used

within this thesis fibres with a core of selenide glass was used. An example of a

IR SNOM fibre is shown below in Figure 2.7.

The SNOM tip is brought very close to the samples surface using piezoelec-

tric drives and a feedback mechanism is implemented to maintain the separation

between the two, discussed in detail later in this chapter. This is the general

methodology common to most SNOM instruments but there are some variations

in configuration between instruments, which are outlined in Figure 2.8.

The most common variations are in how the light is incident on the sample

and how the fibre is utilised. As Figure 2.8 shows the fibre can be used as a

subwavelength light source and is used to illuminated the sample. Instead it can
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Figure 2.7: An example of an etched infrared fibre used on the SNOM.

be used as a collector to capture the light over a very small area on the samples

surface. In the illumination configuration the light source is directly coupled to the

non-tip end of fibre, where the light then propagates along the fibre until it exits

via the aperture. The light passes through the small volume of sample underneath

the tip where it will ultimately be collected by a detector. Alternately a SNOM

can be set up so that the light directly from the light source strikes the sample

underneath the fibres tip where it then enters via the aperture and thus the fibre

acts as a collector instead of a light source. In this variation, the light propagates

along the fibre before exiting the end of the fibre which is positioned directly in

front of the detector. In both configurations the light recorded by the detector has

only interacted with the a small amount of sample under the aperture and therefore

only contains the chemical information of a small volume of sample. The second

commonly found variation is the angle at which the light is directed/collected

beneath the fibres tip. In transmission mode the light is collected/directed at 90◦

to the sample, which means the light travels through the entire sample and the IR

transmissive slide. In reflection mode the light is instead collected/directed at a

shallow angle of ≈ 15◦ to the sample. The SCAnCan group’s current iteration of

the SNOM uses the fibre as a collector and can operate in both modes since the

optics are able to redirect the light along either path. Due to the different possible
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Figure 2.8: A diagram showing the different operational configurations com-
monly used in SNOM. a) Illumination via tip in reflection mode; b) Collection
by the tip in reflection mode; c) Illumination via the tip in transmission mode;

d) Collection by the tip in transmission mode.

penetration depths in both versions the two modes may have insight into different

information and therefore produce different images which will be explored in a

later chapter.

Another SNOM variation not used by the SCAnCan group but which is worth

mentioning is fluorescence SNOM [93–95]. Instead of using a light source to illu-

minate the sample it uses fluorescent molecules within the sample to act as a light

source. The SNOM tip is rastered over the sample where it is able to detect the

emitted light from the fluorescent molecules and therefore map their spatial dis-

tribution. Very high resolution images have been produced using such techniques

even being able to image molecules [96]. This like most techniques has drawbacks

such needing the sample to be prepared with fluorescent labels which aren’t fea-

sible for all sample types and is an added stage needed in sample preparation. It

may also be only possible to prepare a sample with a single label and therefore may
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only give insight into the distribution of one chemical signature, unlike techniques

such as illuminated SNOM and FTIR which can image the same sample at many

wavelengths producing data that may contain much more chemical information

giving a greater insight.

Throughout the SCAnCan group’s work with SNOMs there have been many

iterations of the SNOM instruments which over the last 7 years have been contin-

uously upgraded with additions and whole new machines developed, with the aim

to improve the capabilities of the instrument and quality of the images collected.

The original instrument was a much smaller and simpler version of the current

iteration and was only able to image in reflection mode. The current SNOM is

a larger machine capable of imaging in both modes and has additional features

such as an inverted optical microscope and a larger sample stage not present on

older instruments. For the sake of brevity and focus this thesis will not outline

the full development of the SNOM instruments used by the SCAnCan group in

detail since this has already been done by Timothy Craig in his thesis [74] and

will instead it will focus only on the current iteration used to produce the data

shown within the thesis.

The SNOM images presented within this thesis are from a non-commercial

instrument originally built by Antonio Cricenti and Marco Luce [97]. The instru-

ment has since been repeatedly improved by both the original designers and other

members of the SCAnCan group. The SNOM was located at the Scientific and

Technology Facilities Council (STFC) Daresbury Laboratory which is in the North

West of England. The SNOM was coupled with a high power tuneable infrared

free electron laser (IR-FEL) attached to the ALICE accelerator (Accelerators and

Lasers In Combined Experiments) [98]. SNOM experiments have been undertaken

at Daresbury throughout the years of 2011-2017 in one form or another. Due to

the operational requirements of ALICE the SNOM was used for periods of around

2-4 months each year, where it mostly ran 24 hours a day for 5-7 days a week.

It was between these scheduled periods of accelerator time that the SNOM and

the IR light source were upgraded for the next run. The following sections will
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break down the full configuration of the current SNOM into sections describing

each element in further detail.

2.4.3 SNOM in conjunction with IR-FEL

For the majority of the time the SNOM was in use it was in conjunction with an

IR-FEL. FELs were first developed in the 1970’s by a group at Stanford University

[99] and have been growing in popularity ever since. A FEL is an excellent choice

for a IR light source to use with the SNOM since it is able to produce a very

intense source of IR light over a broad tuneable range of 5.5-9 µm. This is ideal for

the SNOM since the size of the aperture results in a very small percentage of the

light being captured and so having an intense source allows for a larger signal to

be recorded by the detector. The major limitation of FELs are the complexity and

cost of building and maintaining such a device since they require an accelerated

electron source and all the equipment which that entails.

The SNOM is located in the diagnostic room which is situated next to the

ALICE accelerator hall to minimise the distance the IR light needs to travel in

the beamline from FEL to SNOM. The diagnostic room has adequate shielding

so that personnel can operate the SNOM while the ALICE accelerator is running,

which is why the SNOM is not within the accelerator hall. The SNOM and its

optics are placed on a heavy optics table, as shown in Figure 2.9, to minimise any

vibrations which the SNOM is very sensitive too.

As seen in Figure 2.9 the SNOM has an enclosure which can be shut while

scanning to both block external IR radiation from interfering with the SNOM

imaging but it also protects the personnel working in the room from any potentially

harmful IR radiation. It can also be seen that the majority of the electronics used

to operate the SNOM are not on the table and are instead housed in an electronics

rack which frees up space on the table and also prevents the electronics having a

detrimental effect on the SNOM such as vibrations from cooling fans.
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Figure 2.9: Pictures taken of the SCAnCan group’s SNOM, a) shows the
whole SNOM and b) shows the piezostage sample holder and SNOM head in

greater detail.

2.4.3.1 FEL light source

ALICE and the attached FEL is an example of a fourth generation light source, a

detailed diagram of both is shown in Figure 2.10. Light sources have historically

been grouped into generations with each new generation outclassing the previous

by orders of magnitude in areas such as brightness, coherence or pulse duration

[100], with the fourth generation currently being the newest. ALICE is also a

energy recovery linac, which means it is able to recover a large amount of the

energy from the previously accelerated electron bunch which can be in turn be

used to accelerate the following bunch [101]. This is possible because once an

electron bunch has been used by the FEL it re-enters the linac out of phase with

the RF field inside and therefore allows for it’s kinetic energy to be recovered. By

recovering the energy from each bunch the linac is able to produce high energy

electron bunches very efficiently, which in turn produces a high intensity light

source by the FEL. During the operation of ALICE hazardous radiation is created

including x-rays, high energy gamma rays and neutron radiation [102], so as a
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precaution the accelerator hall has thick concrete walls to block the radiation

from leaving the hall.

Figure 2.10: A detailed schematic of the ALICE accelerator, with the electron
bunch energies shown at various position, including the integrated IR FEL. [101]

A high powered laser is first used to free electrons from a donor source. As

shown in Figure 2.10, the electrons are then fed into the first of two superconduct-

ing linear accelerators which accelerates them from 350 keV to 8.35 MeV. The

electron bunch is then accelerated for a second time to 35 MeV by a second linear

accelerator. Before entering the FEL the electron bunch needs to be compressed

to as small as possible to improve the quality of the IR light it produces. This

is done by using a dipole chicane containing four bending magnets which act to

compress the electron bunch temporarily before it reaches the FEL.

The FEL works by using a set of powerful alternating dipole magnets called

an undulator to force the electron bunch to oscillate as it travels through the

cavity between them [103]. This change in direction causes the electron bunch

to produce synchrotron radiation. By changing the size of the gap between the

two magnets it is possible to tune the FEL radiation to a particular wavelength.

The undulator gap was generally varied over 10 to 20 mm which in turn produced

light over the range of 5.5-9 µm. By placing the undulator between two cavity

mirrors the light produced from the electron bunches is synchronised and therefore

produces a coherent IR light beam. Since the light is coherent there will also be
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an amplification in the power of the IR beam which is why the FEL is able to

produce a very intense IR source.

To properly set up the FEL before a scan a spectrometer was used to check

that the FEL was producing light of the desired wavelength and with an acceptable

bandwidth. This was an important step because the undulator gap would produce

a slightly different wavelength of light day to day due to varying environmental

conditions and accelerator settings. During a SNOM scan a feedback mechanism

created by Paul Bassan, Andrzej Wolski and the ASTeC group was used to main-

tain the wavelength of the FEL light by adjusting the gap size to account for any

drifts due to changing ambient conditions or instrumental drifts.

The ALICE accelerator was designed to run at 10 Hz, producing an intense

macropulse of IR light lasting for around 75 µs. The macropluse is made up of

a train of much smaller micropulses running at the rate of 16.25 MHz with each

micropulse lasting for 1 ps. A power meter was positioned near the output of

the FEL so a measurement of the IR beam’s power and stability could be taken

before a scan was started. The FEL produced an average power of around 15-20

mW depending on accelerator settings and the wavelength being produced, which

given the small duty cycle of around 0.00012% means the IR light peak power

is very high. The bandwidth of the FEL light varied between 0.08-0.13 µm at

the full width half maximum (FWHM) again depending on the settings used and

the wavelength the FEL was producing. The FEL radiation was found to have a

short-term stability of ≈1% while running under optimal conditions.

As the FEL is located in the accelerator hall the IR light has to be transferred

to the optics table within the diagnostics room. To do this with minimal loses

an evacuated beamline, ≈ 10−3 torr, was used to reduce absorption due to air.

The beamline uses large adjustable Al and Ag mirrors to direct the beam along

the beamline. They were chosen for their exceptional IR reflectivity of 90% and

94% respectively and also their low cost compared to other options such as Au

mirrors. The very end of the beam line is positioned above the SNOM table, as
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seen in Figure 2.9, with a CaF2 window to allow the IR light to leave the beamline

efficiently.

2.4.3.2 Optics

As shown in Figure 2.9, many mirrors are needed to direct the IR light from the

beamline exit to the sample which is held in the SNOM instrument. The mirrors

on the optics table were made of Au with an SiO2 protective layer and were chosen

due to their exceptional reflectance of > 96% and very uniform optical response

over the IR wavelengths used within this study.

The mirrors carry out important secondary role while directing the light to-

wards the SNOM, they also rotate the IR beam by 90◦. After characterising the

FEL beam, it was found that once it had reached the optics table it had significant

spatial structures. With reference to the SNOM instrument, the beam had many

irregular features in the vertical axis but had a much smoother structure through-

out the horizontal plane. This would be detrimental when imaging in reflection

mode since the fibre is fixed within the horizontal plane but varies in the vertical

axis as the tip is raised/lowered to follow the undulating sample surface. This

could therefore create contrast within the SNOM images which is not due to the

variation of the chemicals present but instead due to the tips aperture moving

through the spatial variation in the FEL beam. To minimise this effect the first

three mirrors the light strikes after leaving the beamline act to rotate the beam by

90◦, as shown in Figure 2.11, so that as the tip moves vertically it travels through

a smoother axis of the beam. This wasn’t a concern for transmission mode since

the tip is fixed in the same part of the FEL beam regardless of how the tip moves

vertically due to the light being directed to the tip from beneath.

It was also found in previous SNOM runs that there is a small amount of

higher harmonics light produced by the FEL. Since this was mostly second order

harmonics they consisted of wavelengths between ≈ 2.5-4.2 µm. Although the FEL

only produces a very small amount of light at higher harmonics it is a serious issue
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Figure 2.11: A schematic showing how the FEL IR beam is rotated by 90◦ by
using three mirrors. As shown the axis is vertical at a) and is horizontal by b).

since the shorter wavelengths are transmitted more efficently within the beamline

and the IR fibre used on the SNOM. It could therefore become a considerable

component of the signal as seen by the MCT detector, which in some cases was

found to be as large as 50%. This could therefore give contrast within the SNOM

images due to the absorption at the unwanted higher harmonic wavelengths. This

problem once found, was easily overcome by placing a tested high pass filter in the

beams path, designed to block IR wavelengths under 4.5 µm. The filter was tested

using a single pixel FTIR at Liverpool University and was found to work very well

having a transmission rate of << 1% for wavelengths under 4.5 µm while having

excellent transmission over the wavelengths necessary for the SNOM experiments.

A pair of polarisers were used to control the amount of light that reaches the

SNOM. By rotating one of the polarisers the amount of IR light which passed

through was dependent on the difference in the relative polarisation axes between

the two polarisers. The first was housed in a motorised rotating mount while the

second was placed in a fixed mount. They were ordered in such a way so that the

polarisation of the light which reached the SNOM tip was always constant. Since

the power of the FEL light can vary considerably over its operational wavelength

range it was an important capability of the SNOM instrumentation to be able to

control the amount of light that reaches the sample. The IR-FEL used, produces

a very intense light source creating a large amount of light over a relatively small
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time period. The power is actually so great that it can cause damage to both the

sample and the instrument once the beam has been focused. Since the IR fibres

also have a large variation in the transmittance of IR light at different wavelengths,

which when coupled with the variations in the power of the FEL light could cause

the MCT signal to vary by orders of magnitudes from one wavelength to the next.

This is a concern for the detector but also the sensitive electronics used to record

the amplified MCT signal. So care was take to block the light completely with the

polrsiers each time the wavelength of the FEL was changed, where it would then

be slowly rotated to allow more light until the levels reached the optimal point.

A commercially bought CaF2 window placed at an angle to the IR beam was

used as a beam splitter sending ≈ 20% of the beam to a pyroelectric detector,

which was used as a reference signal, while the rest of the beam was sent to the

sample within the SNOM.

The amount of light captured by the SNOM fibre was very small due to the

tiny aperture, therefore it was important to get a high density of light underneath

the tip to maximise the amount of captured light. To do this commercially bought

ZnSe lenses were used to focus the IR light onto a small point directly under the

SNOM tip. Since there are two modes of operation and hence two light paths it

was easiest to have a lens for each path with an appropriate focal length of 300 mm

and 600 mm for reflection and transmission respectively. ZnSe was used instead of

other IR transmissive materials, such as CaF2, since it is able to make sturdy long

focal length lenses not practical with other materials. A much shorter focal length

CaF2 lens was used to focus the light onto the pyroelectric reference detector with

a focal length of 50 mm.

2.4.3.3 SNOM microscope

The SNOM microscope and its optical components can be simplified into a general

layout as shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: A schematic of the SNOM microscope with the main components
shown. M represent a mirror, L represents a lens, F represents a filter, P
represents a polariser, BS represents a beam splitter, C represents the SNOM
fibre, I0 is the reference detector and the MCT is the LN2 cooled mercury-

cadmium-telluride detector.

The base of the SNOM instrument is a model IX3 inverted microscope made by

Olympus which has been modified, by various members of the SCAnCan group,

for uses in SNOM [104]. These modifications included the addition of a piezo

sample stage and SNOM head which contains the components needed to hold and

control the IR fibre. A major benefit to having an inverted microscope is that

unlike previous iterations of the SNOM it allows for the live imaging of the sample

from underneath with an optical camera at various magnifications. This was done

using a GXcam optical camera attached to the side of the microscope allowing for

the collection of images much like traditional optical microscopes, examples are

shown in Figure 2.13. This allows for the sample to be imaged and studied before

starting a IR SNOM scan, which helps with finding areas of interest quickly and

efficiently. Since the samples used in the SNOM have a maximum thickness of ≈

7 µm, it is possible to see through most biological samples therefore allowing the

SNOM tip to be seen. Because of this it is very easy to place the tip directly over

any intended area, which can often be a struggle with SPM techniques.

The next major part of the SNOM is the sample stage which is made up of
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Figure 2.13: Examples of images taken by the inverted microscope on the
SNOM. a) A low magnification image of a cluster of cells. b) A low magnification
image of a tissue sample. c) A higher resolution image of two cells. d) An image

where the SNOM fibre is close enough to the sample so that it is in focus.

two components, a large travel manually operated sample stage and a computer

controlled piezoelectric stage used for the finer movements needed while scanning.

The piezoelectric stage used on the SNOM is a Piezosystem Jena PXY 500 AP

dual axis translation stage. It is designed to hold a standard sized sample slide

commonly used in traditional microscopy. The coarse manual controls have suffi-

cient travel to allow the tip to be placed anywhere over the sample slide allowing

for any area to be imaged. Once the tip is close to the desired area it’s position

can be checked using the inverted microscope housed within the SNOM base. The
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piezoelectric stage can then be used to finely position the tip to precisely image the

intended area. The piezostage has a movement range of 500 µm x 500 µm which

when compared to the manual stage is very small but gives quite a large scan area

compared to most other piezostages. The piezoelectric stage is controlled by the

SNOM’s software which determines the image size and the number of pixels to be

collected. Since the sample stage has a piezostage it is capable of very small pixel

sizes in the image therefore allowing for very high detail images to be produced.

Unlike with a multi-sensor detector such as the FPA in the FTIR instrument the

SNOM is only able to collect one pixel at a time. It therefore has to build the 2D

image by rastering the sample underneath the SNOM tip, with each FEL pulse

being used to create a single pixel. Since data acquisition rate is therefore coupled

to that of the FEL rate (10 Hz) it is important to consider before starting the

scan the number of pixels within the image, as the more pixels the longer it will

take to complete the scan. The time needed to take a SNOM image becomes the

major limitation as it can take close to 1 hour and 15 minutes to collect a 150 x

150 pixel image at a single wavelength.

The final major component is the SNOM head, who’s primary role is to hold

the fibre and control the vertical movement of the SNOM tip as it moves over the

sample surface. A piezoelectric drive is used to raise/lower the tip and to maintain

the separation between the tip and sample a set of bimprophs are used to facilitate

a feedback mechanism. To attach the fibre to the bimorph it is carefully glued in

such away so that only a small amount of the tip ≈ 3-5 mm overhangs the bottom

of the bimorph. Foam fittings are used within the SNOM head to help support

the fibre minimising the stress on both the fibre and glue.

A bimorph is a device made up of two piezoelectric ceramics which sandwich

a nonactive layer of titanium, as shown in Figure 2.14. By applying inverse AC

voltages to each of the piezoelectric materials within a bimorph it can be made

to oscillate from side to side. This is possible since the two materials receive

opposite voltages so as one side of the bimorph expands and the other contracts,

as demonstrated in Figure 2.14. This type of bimorph is called a driving bimorph
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Figure 2.14: A diagram showing the biomorph configuration in the SNOM
head. a) Shows the driving bimorph (green), sensing bimorph (blue) and the
non-piezoelectric filler material (yellow). b) Shows an exaggerated example of
how by applying an alternating voltage the end of the bimorph is able to swing.

since it receives a driving voltage which forces it to oscillate. By changing the

amplitude of the voltage the size of the oscillation can be adjusted. Since the

voltage is what drives the oscillation it is also possible to change the frequency of

the oscillation by adjusting the frequency of the driving voltage.

Attached to the driving bimorph is a second bimorph called a sensor bimorph,

as shown in Figure 2.14, which is identical apart from it doesn’t receive a driving

voltage. Just as when a voltage is applied to a piezoelectric material it expands or

contracts, the reverse is true meaning that if a piezoelectric material is compressed

or stretched by an external force it creates a measurable voltage; this is the basis

of how sensor bimorphs work. As the sensor bimorph is forced to oscillate due

to the driving bimorph it produces a reference voltage which is monitored by the

SNOMs software. The resonant frequency of the bimorphs and the attached fibre

can be found by varying the frequency of the driving voltage as to maximise the

reference signal, which was done before each scan. As the tip is lowered to the

sample it begins to interact via the Van der Waals forces present at the samples

surface. This force acts to dampen the oscillation of the tip, which would be seen
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as a drop in the reference voltage. Once the tip is at the desired distance from the

samples surface the reference signal is recorded and the SNOM can begin imaging.

If the sample were to move away from the tip as it was rastered underneath, the

reference signal would increase due to less dampening by to the Van der Vaals

forces. A piezoelectric drive with a travel of ≈ 10 µm, to which all the bimorphs

are mounted, would then lower the tip until the reference signal returned to the

recorded value which indicates that the tip to sample distance as been returned

back the the original distance. The opposite works as one would expect, if the

sample were to rise the dampening would increase causing the reference signal to

decrease. This would cause the SNOM tip to be retracted until the set tip to

sample distance was restored. By recording the voltage supplied to the piezo drive

responsible for raising/lowering the fibre as it scans over the samples surface, a

topographical image is produced since the voltage is proportional to the height of

the sample. This allows for both the topography and variation in absorption to

be imaged in every scan. An important setting while configuring the SNOM for a

scan is the gain, which controls the speed at which the tip responds to the changing

height of the surface. For samples with large variations in height a higher gain

would be preferable so the tip would respond quicker to the changes. Whereas if

the sample is instead very flat, as is the case for a lot of non-biological studies,

the gain would be lowered so that the tip is not jittering due to it over-correcting,

which could lead to noisier images being produced. This was an important setting

to become accustomed to as there was often a ’sweet spot’ to give the best images.

2.4.3.4 Optical fibres

As the SCAnCan group’s SNOM instrument uses an optical fibre to both create

a tiny aperture for near-field imaging [105] and to also efficiently transmit the

captured light to a MCT detector. It is therefore critical that the material used

for the optical fibre’s inner core has a high transmittance for the light being used,

which in this case is IR radiation. Visible wavelength optical fibres have been used

for some time and are commonly used all around the world for a wide variety of

applications, such as telecommunications, industry and research. IR fibres have
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only recently become commercially available allowing for the development of IR-

SNOM. One of the major difficulties involved in making an appropriate IR fibre

for SNOM imaging lies in making an inner core which has a very small diameter

while being over to a meter long. The fibre must also be flexible, robust and most

importantly efficient at transmitting IR light. For the IR-SNOM experiments

shown in this thesis the fibres used were made by CorActive [106] and had a inner

core made of selenide glass As2Se3. Various sized cores were tested with diameters

of 6 µm, 14 µm, 20 µm and 100 µm being studied. The inner core is surrounded

by a layer called the cladding, which independent of the inner core’s size had a

diameter of 170 µm, it is the cladding material which is seen in Figure 2.7. The

cladding protects the fragile inner core and also helps the transmission efficiency

of the fibre due to total internal reflection discussed later in this chapter. Over the

cladding there are more layers, including a acrylate layer, which help shield the

core from outside interference and also give the fibre much more strength allowing

them to be easily handled and usable on a daily basis.

The most commonly used fibre for SNOM imaging was the 6 µm core. All

but the 100 µm core fibres work in single mode operation which means the core’s

diameter is small enough that the light is forced to travel in a single path. By

operating in single mode there is very little dispersion compared to the larger

cored fibres which operate in a multimodal operation which allows the light to

travel along multiple paths. It is preferable to operate in single mode since the

light signal is very small and any dispersion of the light pulse both spatially and

temporally would weaken it further. This is a much more important effect when

the SNOM is used in conjunction with the lower intensity light sources such as

quantum cascade lasers which have a much weaker peak power compared to a

FEL.

Independent of the type of light used optical fibres all use the same principle

of total internal reflection to allow the light to travel along a curved fibre with

very little losses. For the light to be totally internally reflected the cladding which

surrounds the inner core of the fibre must have a refractive index which is less than

that of the inner core. The light rays which are incident on the boundary between
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the core and cladding at an angle (θ) which is greater than the critical angle (θc)

will be completely reflected back into the inner core. The critical angle is defined

by Snell’s law which is shown in Equation 2.22, where n2 is the refractive index of

the cladding and n1 is the refractive index of the inner core.

θc = sin−1
(n2

n1

)
(2.22)

Snell’s law can be used to fine tune the refractive indices of both the inner core

and the cladding to give the correct conditions for total internal reflection. Al-

though having a very small critical angle would allow for more light to be reflected

and hence less losses, it can lead to greater dispersion in multimodal fibres as there

are more paths the light can travel given the larger acceptance angle. The fibre’s

material are therefore designed to optimise both the transmission efficiency of the

fibre and also the dispersion of the signal.

The fibres were also used to create tiny apertures appropriate for near-field

imaging. One method would be to cleave the end of the fibre so that the aperture

is simply the exposed inner core giving an aperture size equal to the inner core’s

diameter. This method was used in the earlier studies with cores as small as 6 µm,

but this method would not give the submicron resolution desired for the later

experiments. To create much smaller apertures the fibre needs to be sharpened

and then coated in a opaque metal to create a very small aperture over the fibres

inner core. To do this ≈ 2-3 cm of the acrylate protective layer were removed from

the end of the fibre using a scalpel so that cladding layer was exposed. To etch the

tip into a sharp point a solution of 3 parts hydrogen peroxide (Sigma) and 7 parts

sulphuric acid (Fisher Scientific) was used, this mixture is called piranha solution.

On top of the piranha solution a thin layer (≈ 2-3 mm) of tetramethylpentadecane

(TMPD) solution (Sigma) was added. The fibre was then lowered and held in the

piranha solution so that at least 5 mm was submerged within the acid. Figure 2.15

shows how the piranha solution and the TMPD layer are used to form convection

currents within the acid which eat away at the fibre near the border between the

two solutions until eventually the end of the fibre falls off [107]. The result is
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a fibre which has been sharpened to a very small point appropriate for SNOM

imaging. Once the fibre was fully etched it was quickly removed and was cleaned

with methanol and dried with Argon gas to remove any remaining solution.

Figure 2.15: A diagram showing the stages in tip etching. a) The tip was sub-
merged in piranha solution topped with a protective layer of tetramethylpen-
tadecane (TMPD). b) Due to the convection currents the tip begins to be etched
near the boundary of the two soultions. c) The end falls off leaving a sharpened

tip on the fibre.

Once the tip has been etched the next step is to coat it in a thin layer ≈ 30

nm of an opaque metal so that the entire tip is evenly covered apart from a tiny

aperture over the core. This was done by placing the fibre in a specially designed

holder capable of rotating within an evacuated chamber so that the fibre’s tip

is able to rotate around its axis. A tungsten filament with gold wire wrapped

around it was used as a thermal evaporator to evenly coat the fibre’s tip as it was

rotated. A thin film thickness monitor was used within the chamber to measure

the approximate thickness of the gold layer added to the fibre so that a sufficient

layer gold layer on the fibre could be assured.

2.4.3.5 Detectors

Within the SNOM instrumentation two detectors were used in unison for every

scan, a MCT detector and a pyroelectric detector. The MCT detector was used

to measure the light collected by the SNOM fibre, while the pyroelectric detector

measures a portion of the FEL beam which has been diverted at the beam splitter
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previously discussed. The recorded variations in the FEL beam’s intensity create

a reference signal which was used post scan to help remove features in the SNOM

images due to fluctuations in the FEL beam intensity, this process is outlined

in further detail in the normalisation section. Two different types of detectors

were chosen because even though the diverted beam is only ≈ 20% of the FEL

light that reaches the SNOM it is still many magnitudes greater than the light

captured by the SNOM fibre. Appropriate IR detectors with different sensitivities

were therefore selected for each of the light sources.

For a low intensity IR signal such as the light captured by the SNOM fibre a

single element N2 (liq) cooled MCT detector is ideal. The MCT detector utilised

its tuneable bandgap HgCdTe sensor, hence the name, to measure IR signals with

a very high sensitivity. As a IR photon strikes the sensor an electron is excited

from the valance band into the conduction band, creating an electron and hole

pair. A bias current is applied to across the sensor causes the free electrons and

holes to move depending on the electric field leading to a measurable pulse in the

voltage. The more photons which strike the sensor the more excitation’s will occur

and hence a larger voltage will be recorded. Since the sensor is very sensitive in

the IR ranges it has to be housed within a vacuum and cooled with N2 (liq) to

minimise thermal noise, which is considerable in the IR range. The end of the IR

fibre and the detector window is surrounded by a cover to block any external IR

radiation which may interfere with the SNOM measurements. Very weak signals

such as the voltage produced by the MCT are prone to gaining a lot of noise as

they travel along wires. The MCT’s output was therefore amplified as soon as

possible after leaving the MCT detector so that it is much larger in magnitude

than the noise. The main limitation of the MCT detector is that is only able to

operate over relatively low intensity levels. A large IR signal would saturate the

detector and may even damage the sensor within. This makes it inappropriate

to measure the FEL reference signal. Although the MCT is very sensitive to the

intensity of the IR light it isn’t time sensitive enough to resolve the individual

micropulses which make up the macropulse. This is not a problem though as the

train of micropulses were intended to act as one large macropulse.
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The second detector used in the SNOM instrument was a less sensitive but with

a higher saturation point single element pyroelectric detector capable of measuring

the high intensity of the diverted FEL beam. A pyroelectric detector works dif-

ferently than a MCT detector since it doesn’t rely on the creation of electron-hole

pairs and instead utilises the pyroelectric properties of crystals which are temper-

ature sensitive. The thermally sensitive crystals within IR detectors use coatings

designed to absorb incident IR light, which in turn heats the crystal sensor. In py-

roelectric sensors a change in it’s temperature causes it’s surface charge to change

which therefore alters the polarisation of the crystal. The change in polarisation

of the sensor enables the detector to give a voltage output which is proportional

to the intensity of the incident IR radiation. A relatively large number of photons

are required to significantly change the temperature of the crystal sensor, so it is

much better suited to measuring the high intensity FEL reference beam, unlike a

MCT detector.

Both of the detectors used in the SNOM set up gave a continuous reading for

the IR light intensity. But since the FEL generates short pulses of IR radiation

which are seen as pulses in the detector outputs, it isn’t appropriate to simply

average the signal from one pulse to the next as there is a large amount of time

when there is no IR light striking the detectors. To account for the pulse structure

seen by the detectors both outputs are sent to separate boxcar integrators. The

boxcars are used to integrate the detector outputs over a predefined period, called

a window, which covers the majority of a pulse seen in the outputs due to a IR

FEL pulse. A background reading is also recorded with the boxcar by integrating

over a section of the detectors output between pulses where there is no IR light.

Each of the windows were set to integrate over the same length of time so that

they could be directly compared. The background measurement is taken away

from the measurement taken over the pulse and is output from the boxcar as a

voltage. This voltage is directly proportional to the intensity of IR light over a

defined section of the pulse and it is this value which is recorded by the SNOM

software. The windows which determine where the detector signal is integrated

are given by an offset from a trigger pulse which runs at the same rate as the FEL
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macropulses (10 Hz). Since the FEL pulses are very periodic this means the same

portion of every pulse is integrated over giving a reliable measure of the intensity

variation for each pulse. By integrating over a range of values in both the pulse

and background regions of the detector outputs the higher frequency noise present

is greatly suppressed in the boxcar output.

2.5 Sample information

Throughout this thesis experiments are shown using a variety of samples including

tissue biopsies and cell lines. A deeper discussion into the reasoning and signifi-

cance of imaging these samples will be done later in the relevant chapters. Below

will outline how the samples were collected, stored and prepared for imaging.

All the samples were mounted onto the same 2 mm thick CaF2 sample slides

(Crystran Ltd, Poole, UK), which were chosen for their relatively cheap cost and

high transmittance of IR light, critical for both the FTIR and the transmission

SNOM imaging.

2.5.1 Barrett’s oesophagus tissue samples

Oesophagus tissue was collected via biopsies at the Royal Liverpool and Broad-

green University Hospitals from patients who had been diagnosed with either Bar-

rett’s oesophagus with no dysplasia present in their histology results, or Barrett’s

associated oesophageal adenocarcinoma. All patients gave their consent for the

samples to be taken and were over the age of 18. Once the tissue had been removed

it was fixed using 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin wax which allows the

sample to be safely stored with minimal degradation. To produce the thin samples

needed for FTIR and transmission SNOM imaging the tissue still embedded in wax

had to be sliced into 5 µm thick sections by a microtome. By placing the tissue

slice in water where they would float it is possible to carefully position the sample

on the CaF2 slide. The samples were then stored in a clean slide holder to prevent
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contaminants from settling on the slide. Figure 2.16 shows a typical example of

Barrett’s oesophagus tissue which is embedded in wax alongside a adjacent slice

from the same sample which has had the wax removed and stained with H&E. It

is clear that the H & E stain gives a lot more information on the chemical struc-

ture of the sample when using microscopy which is why it has become the world

standard.

Figure 2.16: An image comparing a two different slices from a Barrett’s oe-
sophagus tissue sample; a) is an image of a unstained slice which is still embed-
ded within wax, b) shows an adjacent slice which has been dewaxed and stained

with H & E.

For FTIR imaging the tissue samples can be imaged with the wax still present

so there is no preparation needed before imaging. There will be features due to

the wax within the IR spectra but since they aren’t in the key biological areas and

are well known they are easily removed post scan.

For SNOM imaging the wax must be removed as it is not fixed in place and

could coat or even damage the SNOM tip. Xylene (Sigma) was used to dewax the

sample slides and it also acts to remove most other contaminants which may have

settled on the samples surface. To ensure that all the wax is properly removed the

slide is submerged in three successive baths of xylene for 15-20 minutes each time.

Once the slide has been fully dewaxed it was rinsed in isopropyl alcohol (Sigma)

and left to dry for around 2-3 hours before imaging was started.
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2.5.2 Barrett’s cell lines

As well as imaging tissue samples which can be very complex systems with a

variety of different tissue types within it, cell lines were also imaged where each

slide only contained cells of one given type. In total five different types of cell lines

were grown with each being given a label, table 2.1 defines what each cell line is.

The OE 19, OE 21 and OE 33 samples where obtained from HPA Culture Col-

lections (Sigma, Dorset, UK). The primary myofibroblast samples were collected

from consenting patients who had undergone surgery for oesophageal cancer. As

shown in the table OE 19 and OE 33 are the same type of cell type but OE 19

is taken from the oesophageal gastric junction and OE 33 is taken from the lower

oesophagus. The myofibroblast samples were taken from the same patient who

had a Barrett’s background. The 173/1 sample is described as cancer associated

myofibroblasts, which means that they were taken from an area which had been

diagnosed as being cancerous. The 173/5 sample was taken from an area of healthy

tissue which bordered the cancer.

Cell label Cell type

OE 19 Human Caucasian oesophageal adenocarcinoma (oesophageal gastric junction)
OE 21 Human Caucasian oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma
OE 33 Human Caucasian oesophageal adenocarcinoma (lower oesophagus)
173/1 Cancer associated myofibroblast
173/5 Non cancer associated myofibroblast

Table 2.1: A table describing the type of cell associated with each cell type
label.

The cell cultures were grown on CaF2 slides which had been cleaned using

ethanol, then rinsed with ultra pure water (18.2 MΩ/cm) (Millipore, Watford, UK)

and finally irradiated with UV light for 30 minutes to ensure they were properly

sterile which is critical for cell line studies. The cells were seeded on each slide and

incubated in an environment of Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI 1640)

growth media (Sigma) supplemented with 2 Mm glutamine (Sigma), 10% v/v
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fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) and 1% v/v penicillin/streptomycin

(Sigma) at 37◦ C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. After around 2 days the cells covered

≈ 60-70% of the slide at which point the growth media was removed and the

cells were fixed using a 4% v/v paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution (ThermoFisher

Scientific, Loughborough, UK).

The cell lines were then stored at 4◦C in a phosphate buffer solution (PBS)

until the samples were needed for imaging. Then approximately 90 minutes before

imaging the desired cell line slide was removed from the PBS and carefully rinsed

using ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ/cm) (Millipore, Watford, UK) multiple times to

ensure all the PBS solution has been properly rinsed off. The PBS has to be

removed so that it does not interfere with the collected IR spectra. After being

rinsed the slide has left to air dry before imaging commenced.



Chapter 3

Metric Analysis

3.1 Machine learning assessment

To explain why the Metric analysis was developed for these biological studies, a

general understanding of ML techniques is needed. The ideal ML technique has

to meet the needs of both clinicians and researchers. A clinician needs a classifier,

capable of accurately predicting the type of tissues present within the sample. In

cancer research a ‘blackbox’ approach which is able to accurately predict the tissue

types but gives no clear indication as to why the samples were different. As this

doesn’t provide any insight as to the mechanisms at play in cancer. An ideal ML

algorithm would therefore be capable of both.

Work with a type of unsupervised classification algorithm called cluster analysis

(CA) was carried out by Timothy Craig [74] on the same type of samples used in

the tissue biopsy study. Unsupervised means that the CA algorithm does not use

previously defined spectra to learn from, unlike supervised ML techniques which

use pre-labelled spectra to train a classifier model. For the sake of brevity only an

overview of the cluster analysis work will be discussed here as it is documented in

detailed in full within Timothy Craig’s thesis [74].

Metric analysis aims to group the spectra into clusters so the spectra within

a cluster are more similar than the spectra belonging to another cluster. A 2D

67
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example of this is shown in Figure 1.2, but in principle this can be done in any

number of dimensions were each dimension is a variable. As using more dimensions

will dramatically increase computational time it is often important to limit the

number of dimensions. This is why CA is often used with principle component

analysis (PCA), which is able to minimise that size of the datasets while still

retaining the key discriminatory variables. As the FTIR data used within this

study have close to 1500 individual wavenumbers, this would be to many to feasibly

process with CA, so the wavenumbers are restricted to the fingerprint region of

1000-1800 cm−1 and PCA is further used to lower the size of the data. Note that

PCA is not used within MA.

To group the spectra they are all plotted in a n dimensional graph where n is

the number of data points still used after the data minimisation. Similar spectra

will be located closer together in the n dimensional space. Multiple centroids are

randomly placed within the data space and the distance from each centroid to

every the spectra is calculated. The spectra are then grouped based on which

centroid they are closer to. The centroid is then moved to centre of all the spectra

which were assigned to it’s group. As the centroid has moved, the distances to

all the spectra needs to be recalculated, at which point the spectra are regrouped

based on which centroid they are now closest to. This step is continued until the

centroids no longer move, at which point the spectra are finally grouped based

on their proximity to the centroids. Once all the spectra have been assigned to

a cluster, a ‘labelled’ image can be created which displays spatially areas of the

sample belonged to which cluster.

A popular variant of CA is called k-means, which uses a number of centroids

defined by the user. The advantages of k-means is that it is simple and often

particularly quick when combined with PCA. The downsides of k-means is that

there is often high variation within the clustering of the same data as the results

are sensitive to the starting locations of the centroids. Clusters can also become

‘lost’, which means they get stuck to a single anomalous spectra. The results of

k-means are also very sensitive to the number of centroid used.
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K-means was studied by Timothy Craig on tissue samples of Barrett’s oesoph-

agus and oesophageal adenocarcinoma. Craig found that if the correct number

of centroids was chosen the clustered spectra would mirror the expected distribu-

tion of the various tissue types in the sample. This implies that the k-means was

a successful ML technique for tissue classification. Craig concluded though that

the methodology was not appropriate for tissue sample discrimination as the user

would have to often vary the number of centroids repeatedly to find the optimal

number which best represented the data. This would be because clusters would

be taken up by contaminants within the FTIR image or anomalous spectra, who’s

spectra would appear dramatically different than the tissue sample. The issue is

that this technique reintroduces the user bias back into the classification process.

He also notes that a fundamental flaw with k-means is that even if it classifies the

spectra well it gives the user no indication as to why the spectra were grouped,

hence this is not appropriate for the researchers needs.

The lack of control over what the CA models clustered to, actually highlighted

that unsupervised techniques are not what is needed for tissue discrimination.

Ideally a model could be trained using previously labelled spectra so that in the

future it could predict which sample type a spectrum of unknown origin was most

likely to be. An example of a supervised ML algorithm is random forest (RF).

Random forest works by producing multiple decision trees which in turn contain

multiple decision nodes which can be optimised by the pre-labelled spectra. Spec-

tra which vary significantly in their structure will take different paths along the

decision trees, resulting in different end points. The path of a spectrum with a

unknown origin can be compared to those characterised in the learning process.

As RF is well established and may meet the needs for tissue discrimination it will

be compared to MA. RF is known though for over fitting in the learning process

which means that the model is often not flexible [108].

Neural networks is another variant of supervised ML which was considered.

They have been shown to perform well as a ‘blackbox’ classifiers [109, 110] but

they are notoriously difficult to interrupt. This means that no indication as two
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why the samples were distinguished could be made and therefore did not met the

aims needed for the ideal classifier.

As many of the ML techniques which were either tested or considered were

found to be inappropriate or not capable a meeting all the needs of the defined

ideal classifier, it was decided to develop a new methodology which was specifically

designed to fulfil the desired aims. MA is a supervised ML techniques which is

robustly able to characterise important features within the learning process, but

critically can do so in a way that allows for clear and intuitive insights into why

the samples were different. The rest of this chapter will outline the processes at

work within the MA algorithm using simplified artificial data for clarity.

3.2 Metric analysis explanation

The main aim of this chapter is to explain how the metrics analysis (MA) code

works, by outlining each step in detail and visually demonstrating how the data is

processed. The MA algorithm can be complicated and sometimes convoluted due

to the many steps and various key terms needing to be understood. For the sake of

clarity this chapter will use artificially generated data to help explain the processes

within the MA code. As real biological IR spectra are very complicated with many

features, the data used within this chapter is overly simplified to help facilitate the

explanation. The MA code can be broken down into three main stages; training,

testing and analysis stage, the description of each will be outlined in a separate

section for clarity. Figure 3.1 is a simplified flow chart which highlights how each

of the stages are connected and how the data is processed.

Training stage

Before proceeding to the explanation, it is first critical to understand how the

data is structured when it is supplied to the MA code. As MA is a supervised ML

method, the code learns to classify the data by studying pre-labelled data with
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Figure 3.1: A flowchart demonstrating the key stages within Metric analysis
and how the inputted spectra for both samples are split between the testing and

training stages.

known origins, which for this example will consist of two types (sample A and B).

The data inputted to MA is therefore l packets, where l is the number of samples

and each packet contains spectra representative of only a single sample. How

these packets are generated for biological samples varies depending on the sample

type and will be explained in the following chapter. Once the data has entered

the MA code each packet is split randomly into two, forming a training set (70%

of the original packet) and a testing set (30% of the original packet) as shown

in Figure 3.1, these datasets are used for different purposes which are outlined

further in the MA explanation. For the example shown within this chapter each

packet contained 1000 spectra, so 700 are used for the training stage and 300 are

saved for the testing stage.

The training stage is where the algorithm attempts to characterise the features

of the IR spectra within the training dataset. For clarity consider a single simple

spectrum such as the example shown in Figure 3.2, a spectrum which contains

two Gaussian peaks. The first concept to understand within MA is that it doesn’t
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focus on the absorption values at single wavenumbers, it instead analyses the ratio

of the absorption values at two wavenumbers.

Doing so has many advantages, one benefit is that a ratio value adds a second

later of information to a single data point as it describes the relationship of ab-

sorption between two wavenumbers. As has already been discussed absorption at

given wavenumbers correspond to specific molecular bonds and therefore specific

molecular species. By taking a ratio it is therefore possible to study the relative

relationship between biological molecular species within the samples, for example

the relative relationship between DNA and glycoprotein which has been shown to

be important in previous studies [69].

The second reason for ratios being advantageous is that as the Beers-Lambert

law states, absorption is linearly dependent on the thickness of the sample, this

results in a ratio value being thickness independent as the thickness components

will cancel. If ratios are not taken the spectra are thickness dependent and if

studied with no prior processing, differences within the spectral features may occur

due to both the variation in the chemical composition and the variations in sample

thickness. This would have to be accounted for by some form of normalisation,

such as normalising the area under the spectra or equating all spectra to have the

same value at a given wavenumber. These methods use assumptions which may

not be strictly true, such as all spectra having the same total absorption, but by

using ratios the problem is completely avoided.

Evidence of how characteristic information of a spectrum can be inferred from

the ratio values can be demonstrated by studying Figure 3.2. For example, if

the ratio of the absorption at ν̄1 (1600 cm−1) is divided by the absorption at ν̄2

(1560 cm−1), the result would be 0.8/0.5 = 1.6. This means that ν̄1 has 60% more

absorption than ν̄2, and hence the ratio is inferring a given relationship between the

absorption at two wavenumbers. Obviously depending on the pair of wavenumbers

chosen the ratio value will vary such as ν̄1 divided by ν̄3 (1400 cm−1) produces

a ratio value of 0.8/0.2 = 4 and ν̄2 divided by ν̄1 giving 0.5/0.8 = 0.625. The

key point here is that by taking ratio values it is possible to indicate the relative
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relationship between two wavenumbers. In the future the term ‘ratio pair’ will

denote the pair of wavenumbers which are used to produce a given ratio value,

ie the ratio pair of ν̄1 and ν̄2 produce a ratio value of 1.6. The first wavenumber

stated in the ratio pair will always denote the numerator with the second defining

the denominator of the ratio.

Figure 3.2: An example of a simple artificial spectra.

Although studying a ratio pair from a single spectrum may give some insight,

in general studies of IR data do not focus on a single spectrum for a given sample

but instead use thousands. This is so the learning process is robust and is able to

gauge the normal degree of variation between the spectra, which is due to noise

and chemical variation within the sample. This is important as the variance at

particular wavenumbers will often vary, meaning some wavenumbers may be more

reliable as a sample discriminator than others. It is therefore important not to

study a single ratio value from a single spectrum but instead the distribution of

many ratio values.

To demonstrate this many spectra such as the example shown in Figure 3.2

were generated but with each having a small amount of randomly generated noise

added. The absorption at a given wavenumber will therefore have a degree of

variation between all the spectra. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of the ratio

values of ν̄1 divided by ν̄2, as defined in Figure 3.2, as a histogram. The Gaussian

like distribution is also commonly seen in the ratio distributions of biological IR

spectra. The greater the variation in the ratio values the wider the histogram
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produced, and therefore the histogram is able to describe both the average ratio

value along with an indication as to the variance of the ratio values for a given

ratio pair.

Figure 3.3: An example of the distribution ratio values generated by many
similar spectra for the ratio pair of ν̄1 (1600 cm−1) and ν̄2 (1560 cm−1) as
defined in Figure 3.2. The line plot defines the probability density function

which describes the ratio values distribution.

A Gaussian probability density function (PDF) which describes the likely prob-

ability of a specific ratio value occurring for a given ratio pair can be generated

using the distribution of ratio values. The PDF for the data shown in Figure 3.3 is

displayed on the same figure but has been scaled so it is clearly visible for the sake

of clarity. The PDF is generated using the ‘fitdist ’ function within MATLAB. The

fundamental idea of the training stage is therefore that the relationship between

two wavenumbers can be characterised as a PDF, which is capable of describing

the probability of a ratio value occurring for a given ratio pair for a given sample.

A PDF is therefore able to predict how a spectra from a particular sample type

will behave when a ratio between two wavenumbers is taken.

As MA characterises every ratio pair available rather than predefining some

wavenumbers as being important, many PDFs are generated. For the standard

spectral range of 1000-1800 cm−1 and a resolution of ≈ 6 cm−1 over 17,500 PDFs

are generated for every sample type. This approach may take longer to compute

than a minimising algorithm which randomly tests metrics and stops when it finds
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a ‘good’ discriminator, but as the MA only takes minutes to run gaining insight

into all the wavenumbers and therefore all the molecular species is preferred.

Testing stage

The testing stage aims to use the PDFs generated in the previous stage to pro-

duce an optimised model capable of discriminating the sample types. Figure 3.4

demonstrates how PDFs can be used to discriminate samples.

In Figure 3.4 i) two spectra are shown, individually labelled A and B with each

spectrum being taken from a separate sample packet. As discussed in the training

stage each packet contains many spectra which share the same gross structure but

have a small amount of random noise added so that there is a degree of variation

among them. There is a clear significant difference between the spectra of sample

A and B as the peak centred at 1600 cm−1 is present in A and not in B. This is an

obvious difference which has been exaggerated to highlight the principles at play

within the MA. A difference as obvious as this would not occur in the spectra of

biological samples as they tend to appear largely similar even between different

samples, hence the need for ML.

Figure 3.4 ii) shows the histograms and the associated PDFs for the ratio pair

of ν̄1 (1600 cm−1) and ν̄2 (1200 cm−1) for both samples A and B as defined in

i), note the colours are consistent for each sample throughout the whole figure.

For sample A the absorption values at ν̄1 and ν̄2 are very similar, it is obvious

therefore why the distribution shown in ii) is centred around 1. It is also clear as

to why the distribution for the same ratio pair is shifted for sample B, as there is

no peak at ν̄1 and therefore the absorption value for ν̄2 is larger than ν̄1 resulting

in a ratio value lower than 1. The separated histograms and associated PDFs

demonstrate that by characterising the training datasets with PDFs of given ratio

pair, both samples can be distinguished from one another as the structures within

the spectra are reliably different.
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Figure 3.4: A demonstration as to how PDFs can be used to discriminate
between samples. Note that the colour is used to distinguish the samples with
sample A denoted by blue and sample B by red. i) Displays an example spectra
for both A and B. ii) Demonstrates an example of a ‘good’ metric, which uses
the ratio pair of ν̄1 and ν̄2 defined in i). iii) Is an example of a ‘bad’ metric,
which is made with the ratio pair of ν̄2 and ν̄3. (The histogram and PDF for
sample B has been slightly shifted to the right to show the relevant histogram
and PDF for A, this was done for clarity). iv) Demonstrates how the probability

of a given ratio belonging to either A or B can be found.

Figure 3.4 iii) demonstrates that not all ratio pairs give significant discrimina-

tion, for example the pair of ν̄2 (1200 cm−1) and ν̄3 (1080 cm−1). Note that for the

sake of clarity, the PDF and associated histogram of B have been slightly shifted

to the right to clearly show the presence of the PDF of sample A. In reality the
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two PDFs are very similar and therefore are not able to give any discrimination

between the samples. If a ratio pair is taken from areas where there is little dif-

ference in the relative structures between the two samples the resultant PDFs will

be very similar and result in poor discrimination.

An important term to define at this stage is what a ‘metric’ is, as it is the core

idea within MA, hence its inclusion in the name. A metric is a handle term for

the multiple PDFs which relate to a single ratio pair, as each sample will have

an individual PDF. A metric therefore is capable of describing how a variety of

samples are likely to behave when a ratio value between two wavenumbers is taken.

The performance of a metric is based on how well it can discriminate a sample from

the others. Figure 3.4 ii) and Figure 3.4 iii) are therefore examples of a ‘good’

and ‘bad’ metric respectively. A bad metric is therefore not poorly characterising

the data or implying the PDFs are incorrect, it is instead inferring that the PDFs

are very similar and are therefore poor at discriminating the samples.

As a metric can describe the likely behaviour of various samples, the spectra

within the testing dataset, can be used to asses the performance of each metric.

A metric can be used to label a spectra by calculating the probability of the

appropriate ratio value occurring for each PDF within the metric. The spectrum

is labelled as the sample type associated to the PDF which displays the highest

probability. For example, Figure 3.4 iv) shows how for a ratio value of ≈ 0.885 the

probability of it occurring for both A and B can be determined. Clearly in this

example the probability is much higher for B than A, and therefore the spectrum

would be labelled as B. All the spectra within the testing dataset are labelled like

this and these labels can be compared to the known sample origins to determine

the performance of each metric for discrimination.

An ideal metric is therefore one which is able to label all the spectra correctly

with no spectra being mislabelled. The performance of a metric can be calculated

using Equation 3.1. It is important to note that a single metric gains a score

for each sample, as each score only describes the metric’s ability to discriminate
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an individual sample type. Because the score is sample specific it is described as

scorex, where in this example x could be either A or B.

scorex = successratex ∗ (1−mislabellingratex)2 (3.1)

The success rate is the rate at which the spectra in the testing set from sample

x are correctly labelled as x by the metric. The mislabelling rate is the rate

at which spectra which don’t originate from sample x are incorrectly labelled x.

The success term is an obvious one to include as a ‘good’ metric should clearly

succeed in labelling the spectra of sample x as x, but the mislabelling term is just

as critical. If only the success rate was considered a metric which labelled every

spectrum a single sample type would gain a perfect score for that sample type.

Clearly though this is a poor sample discriminator as it is blindly labelling every

spectrum one type regardless it’s true origin. The mislabelling rate is therefore

key to prevent this as if this were to occur the mislabelling rate would also be

large resulting in a poor score for the metric. The mislabelling rate was in fact

found to be more important hence why the term is biased by squaring it, which

increases it’s influence on the score. A good score therefore indicates that the

metric is accomplished at correctly labelling the spectra of a given sample while

also not incorrectly labelling spectra from a different origins as that sample.

A score is therefore calculated for each sample for every metric, as a metric

which is good for one sample is not necessarily good for another if there are more

than two samples. Every metric can then be ranked for an individual sample based

on their score, with the best ranked having the highest score.

As it would be very hard for a person to evaluate the scores of over 17,500

metrics as a list, a visual method called a butterfly plot was developed to display

the score of all the metrics for a given sample within a single image. Figure

3.5 is an example of a butterfly plot generated by the MA algorithm using the

simple data shown within this explanation. The axes of a butterfly plot denote

the wavenumbers involved within the ratio pair of a metric, with the x axis being
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the first term in the ratio pair and the y axis being the second. The pixel colour

at the intersection of two wavenumbers therefore denotes the score of the metric

which used that ratio pair. For example, 1200 cm−1 on the x axis and 1600 cm−1

on the y axis produce a very good score, while a ratio pair of 1200 cm−1 and 1400

cm−1 generates a poor score. Figure 3.5 clearly demonstrates that a metric which

contains a wavenumber around 1600 cm−1 achieves a very good score as there is

a clear difference between the spectra of sample A and B in this region, as shown

in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.5: An example of a butterfly plot, which displays the scores of every
metric. A large value (dark red) denotes a good performance and dark blue
representing a bad score. Therefore clearly metrics which use a wavenumber
around 1600 cm−1 perform well which is to be expected within this example.

Analysis stage

The final stage is called the analysis stage, where the best performing metrics are

further analysed. If there is a very significant difference between all the samples

as is the case in this artificial exaggerated example, then only one metric is needed

to distinguish the spectra from sample A and B. Differences of this magnitude do

not occur in the biological studies as the variations between the spectra are much

more subtle. A single metric may therefore not be able to function as a perfect

model and will incorrectly label spectra. This can be combated by using multiple

metrics to ‘vote’ on the correct label for unknown spectra.
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Using multiple metrics is beneficial as metrics which use similar ratio pairs

which are describing the same spectral features, will reduce the detrimental effect

of noise within the spectra. Another advantage is that by having metrics which are

studying entirely different regions of the spectra extra information is gained that is

useful for discrimination as spectral variations aren’t expected to only occur at one

feature. By testing the unknown spectrum with multiple metrics a more successful

discrimination model is generated. The number of metrics has to be limited to

save computational time but importantly to also stop poorly performing metrics

having a detrimental effect on the discrimination model. The final stage of the

MA algorithm is therefore to asses the highest ranked metrics for each sample,

to find the optimal number of metrics which produce a model best capable of

discriminating the samples.

This is done by relabelling the testing dataset as was done in the testing stage,

but this time taking the label prediction from many metrics rather than just one.

The top 300 ranked metrics for a given sample calculate the probability of each

spectrum belonging to a particular sample. Each metric then votes for a label

based on which had the highest probability, as demonstrated in Figure 3.4 iv).

Each vote is then weighted based on how large this probability is compared to the

probabilities for the other samples. For example, if metric (M1) gave sample A and

B a probability of 0 and 1 respectively, M1 will contribute a full vote to B. Another

metric (M2) which has a probability for A and B of 0.3 and 0.7 respectively, will

also vote for B as it had the highest probability but this vote will have a lower

weighting than M1 as the magnitude was lower.

To determine the weighting of a vote all the probabilities are normalised so

their sum is equal to 1. The vote is then assigned a weight equal to the largest

probability, so the largest vote possible is 1. The result of weighting the votes is

that metrics where the largest probability is considerably larger than the others

has a greater influence on the final labelling. For example if M1 and M2 were to

vote, M1 would give a vote of 1 to B and M2 would contribute a vote of 0.7 to

B also. As only the highest probability within a single metric contributes to the

vote, M2 wouldn’t contribute a vote of 0.3 for A. The votes are then summed for
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each sample, which in this example would give 0 and 1.7 for A and B respectively,

the spectrum is then labelled as the sample with the highest of these values. This

process is carried out while varying the number of metrics used from just a single

metric up to 300. This is done for each sample type as each sample will have an

individual set of highest ranked metrics. Because of this each sample may also

need a different number of metrics to optimally classify the unknown spectra.

To find the optimal number of metrics the labels given by the MA code are

compared to the known origins of the spectra and a success rate is calculated.

The number of metrics used in the final model is then restricted to the amount

which gave the highest success rate. The mislabelling rate is not important here

as these highly ranked metrics have already been credited to perform well for a

given sample type.

The MA code then outputs an optimised model which can be used to predict

the sample type of a spectrum that it has never processed before. This model

includes the metrics which have been determined to be the best at sample dis-

crimination. This is all that is required by the clinicians for the ‘blackbox’ sample

classifier. The MA code doesn’t just output the model though as all the relevant

information needed to analyse chemical variance in detail is also given. As this

can often be hard to interpret due to the large amount of numbers the MA also

produces many informative figures, including the butterfly plot previously shown,

the success curves generated in the analysis stage and the discrimination plots.

Due to the simple data used in this example both the success curves and the dis-

crimination plots don’t behave similarly to the biological studies and so will be

explained in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

FTIR study

4.1 Introduction

As the MA algorithm has already been outlined in detail previously, this chapter

aims to demonstrate how it can be applied to biological samples, ascertain how

successfully it performs and compare it to a similar widely used classification

algorithm.

As discussed in the introduction, the current gold standard method for disease

detection and tissue differentiation is to use an optical microscope with various

dyes such as H&E, to stain the tissue biopsies various colours based on it’s chem-

ical content. A highly trained histopathologist can use the microscope images to

diagnose the sample based on its structure and the information provided by the

dyes.

FTIR which is the focus of this chapter has emerged as a promising technique for

biological studies and has been widely applied to a range of samples. It benefits

from being sensitive to the wealth of chemical information contained within IR

spectroscopy.

This chapter will present the results of applying the MA code to FTIR data

of both tissue biopsies and various commercial cell lines. Previously, examples

82
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of ML techniques called cluster analysis had been applied to FTIR data taken of

oesophageal tissue samples by Timothy Craig [74]. The results of which were dis-

cussed in the previous chapter and concluded that there is a need for a supervised

method that could meet the needs of both the clinicians and potential researchers.

4.2 Data preparation

The FTIR data, as with many experimental techniques needs to be corrected and

pre-processed before it can be analysed using MA or any other ML algorithm. The

pre-process methods described below act to improve the spectra and also prepare

it for analysis.

4.2.1 Background subtraction

As previously mentioned a background image of an area of clean slide is acquired

each time a sample is placed in the FTIR spectrometer. By subtracting the back-

ground image, features present in the spectra due to absorption in the air by CO2

and H2O are removed. A background subtraction also compensates for the varying

efficiencies of the pixels within the FTIR’s FPA. Accounting for the background

is essential when comparing spectra both from within the same image and from

different scans.

4.2.2 Mie scattering correction

The interaction of light with an object often results in various scattering effects.

An example of scattering is Rayleigh scattering which occurs when the wavelength

of the light is considerably larger than the object it is striking, and results in the

elastic scattering of the photon. This scattering is why the sky is blue, as the

blue wavelengths are preferentially scattered. Another example of scattering is

Mie scattering which was first described theoretically by Mie in 1908 and occurs
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when the scattering object’s size is comparable to the wavelength of the light. This

is therefore a significant complication for IR spectroscopy as the commonly used

wavelengths of 5-10 µm are similar to the size of many internal cell structures such

as nuclei and other organelles.

Mie scattering is a disperse effect which is seen as a broad oscillation within

the spectra, which both alters the position and intensity of the absorption peaks

present at higher wavenumbers [111]. As the aim of using the FTIR instrument

is to develop an accurate method for discriminating various tissue types and re-

lating their spectral differences to features produced by known molecular species,

it is therefore critical that the observed absorption peaks occur at the correct

wavenumbers.

An algorithm developed by Paul Bassan et al [112, 113], was used to correct the

spectra by approximating and then removing the distortion produced by the Mie

scattering. The correction is an iterative algorithm based on extended multiplica-

tive signal corrections (EMSC) and uses a Mie scattering approximation similar

to Equation 4.2 [114, 115].

Q = 2− (4/ρ)sinρ+ (4/ρ2)(1− cosρ) (4.1)

where Q is the scattering cross-section and

ρ = 4πa(n− 1)λ (4.2)

where a is the radius of the object it is scattering off, n is the ratio of refractive

indices between the inside and the outside of the object and is the wavelength

of the light. The correction is applied in an iterative process and so the spectra

is improved in multiple stages. Once the final correction has been made for the

Mie scattering affect it has been essentially removed from the spectra, producing

a true representation of the absorption features of the sample [116].
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Figure 4.1 shows an example spectrum taken from a raw FTIR image of OE 19

cells and the same spectrum once it has been processed by the correction algorithm.

Figure 4.1: Figure showing the change in a spectrum after being corrected
by removing the contribution due to Mie scattering, a) shows a raw spectrum
taken from an FITR image of OE19 cells and b) the same spectrum shown in

a) after being corrected.

4.2.3 Tissue labelling

The MA algorithm aims to identify characteristic features which differentiate the

FTIR spectra of various sample types. It needs to be supplied with example

spectra which have been correctly verified as belonging to a particular sample.

For FTIR images of tissue samples a code was written which allows a skilled user

to label areas within an image as belonging to a specific sample type. To label the

images correctly they rely on a detailed knowledge of the typical tissue structures

and the use of adjacent slices which have been stained using H&E. The Barrett’s

oesophagus tissue biopsy images were labelled by Dr Olivier Giger (Institute of

Translational Medicine, University of Liverpool). As it is often not possible to

have an image which contains all of the desired sample types, spectra are collected

from multiple images and combined so that a repository of many sample types
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is formed. By combining spectra of the same sample type from multiple images

it insures that the learning algorithm is as robust as possible, which ultimately

produces a better classification model. Figure 4.2 shows examples of a labelled

Barrett’s oesophagus and oesophageal cancer sample.

Figure 4.2: Figure showing the labelling of tissue biopsy images a) shows a
representation of a FTIR image of Barrett’s oesophagus tissue, b) is a FTIR
image of a oesophageal cancer, c) shows the labelled areas of a) where yellow is
the Barrett’s epithelium and blue is the associated stroma and black is unknown
tissue or blank slide, d) is the labeled ares of b) where red is cancerous epithelium

and green canerous stroma.

The cell line images are simpler to label as the image ideally only contains

spectra from a single sample type and therefore no manual labelling is needed. To

remove spectra which are taken in areas of blank slide the total absorption across

all the wavenumbers is calculated. Obviously areas of blank slide will have very

little absorption and therefore spectra with a low total absorbance can be removed

from the sample data sets. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a OE 19 cell line image

where the spectra of the cell are clearly highlighted.
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Figure 4.3: Figure showing the labelling of a cell line image, a) is an image
of the cells taken by an optical camera, b) is a FTIR image of the same sample
area as a) and c) is the labelled image where yellow is areas of cell and dark

blue is areas of blank slide.

4.3 Metric analysis results and discussion

This section of the chapter will give an overview of the MA algorithm’s perfor-

mance at sample prediction as well as any possible novel insights the MA was able
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to make. Results of analysing both biopsy tissues and grown cell cultures will be

shown and contrasted as each may have their own tendencies and performances.

4.3.1 Tissue biopsy sample results

For this study two FTIR images were used to gather the datasets needed for MA.

The first image was of a Barrett’s oesophagus tissue biopsy and the second being

an image of oesophageal adenocarcinoma. These samples were chosen for study,

as a technique which is capable of quickly and reliably diagnosing if a patient

with Barrett’s oesophagus has begun to develop oesophageal cancer would be

of great use for early detection purposes. From these FTIR images four tissue

types were labelled by a skilled histopathologist and are shown in Table 4.1 along

with their respective labels. The term ‘associated’ is used for the stroma samples

to denote that they are simply taken from areas close to the adenocarcinoma

and the Barrett’s epithelium. Therefore AS isn’t necessarily cancerous but it

is expected that it’s structure and chemical composition may have been altered

by the surrounding AD. For brevity though the associated may be omitted, for

example AS may be referred to a ‘adenocarcinoma stroma’. The images were

labelled carefully to ensure that there was minimal mislabelling, but as there was

a limited amount of images available the labelling couldn’t be too stringent as the

MA requires at least a few hundred spectra to be robust.

Tissue type Label

Barrett’s oesophagus epithelium BE
Barrett’s associated stroma BS

Oesophageal adenocarcinoma AD
Adenocarcinoma associated stroma AS

Table 4.1: A table showing the labels assigned to each sample type within the
tissue biopsy study.

Figure 4.4 shows the average spectra for each of the four tissue types within

the dataset and demonstrates that the spectra from different sample types are
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still very similar with only relatively small variations between them. The average

spectra does not give an indication as to how the absorption at a given wavenumber

varies within a single dataset. For any classification method to be appropriate for

tissue labelling it is critical to find reliable differences which will give a dependable

method for classification.

Figure 4.4: Figure showing the average of all the spectra for each of the tissue
types within the dataset. This figure demonstrates that there is very little
variation in the spectra between the various samples. Light blue is Barrett’s
epithelium, orange is Barrett’s stroma, yellow is adenocarcinoma and purple is

adenocarcinoma stroma.

The first and most obvious measure of the algorithm’s performance to consider

is it’s success rate when using the optimal number of metrics for each tissue type.

The success rate is the percentage of correctly labelled spectra within the testing

dataset and is given individually for each tissue type. The success rates for each of

the tissue types within the Barrett’s and adenocarcinoma study achieved by MA

is shown in Table 4.2.

Tissue type Success rate % # Metrics

Barrett’s Epithelium 93 33
Barrett’s Stroma 87 125
Adenocarcinoma 88 83

Adenocarcinoma Stroma 71 295

Table 4.2: A table showing the success rates of the MA algorithm at correctly
labelling spectra of various tissue types and the number of metrics used in the

optimal model.
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The values shown in Table 4.2 are calculated using the optimal number of

metrics for each of the tissue types within the analysis stage. The curves in Figure

4.5 show how the performance of the MA changes as a different number of metrics

is used in the prediction model. Figure 4.5 helps demonstrate that the tissue

types tend to behave differently with the maxima occurring at various positions,

solidifying the need for individual optimisation. The curves show that there tends

to be a significant increase in success over the first 10-15 metrics. In general the

curves tend to peak and then plateau or begin to slowly decline as further metrics

are used. The considerable improvement in the success rates is evidence that the

voting system is beneficial for the best possible predictions. The values shown in

Table 4.2 are found by taking the maximum value of the curves shown in Figure

4.5.

Figure 4.5: Figure showing the variation in the success rate for each tissue
type as the number of metrics used in the prediction model is varied. Barrett’s
epithelium is blue, Barrett’s stroma is purple, adenocarcinoma is green and

adenocarcinoma stroma is red.

It is clear from Table 4.2 that as a sample classifier MA has performed well with

an average success rate of 85% and it has worked especially well for the BE sample

which had a success rate over 90%. The BS and AD samples both performed well

with success rates of 87% and 88% respectively. The worst performing sample was
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the AS which had a considerably lower success rate than the others at 71%, but

this is still a reasonable value. These results are generated by the prediction of

labels for spectra taken from real tissue images that were not used in the learning

process. They are therefore a good indication as to how the classifying model would

perform when labelling data taken from other FTIR images of similar samples.

For the ‘blackbox’ classifier needed for tissue diagnostics the success curves

are all that is required to ascertain the performance of the model. The following

figures are designed to study which wavenumbers have been highlighted as impor-

tant for discrimination. The most useful plot for assessing all the wavenumbers

simultaneously are the butterfly images which are shown in Figure 4.6. As the

axes of a butterfly image represent each of the ν̄ values used in the ratio pair that

define each metric, the score for a given metric can be determined by finding the

point at which the two wavenumbers intersect. The scores for all metrics analysed

for a given sample are represented in a single image, which allows for a user to

quickly get a grasp of which wavenumbers are important. The butterfly plots also

allow the user to visually compare how certain wavenumbers preformed for each

of the samples. The plots have an associated colourmap which represents the per-

formance of a metric with dark red being a very good metric and dark blue being

very bad.

The butterfly plots in Figure 4.6 show that ratio pairs perform differently from

sample to sample, with the highest scores occurring in different areas of the butter-

fly plot. This demonstrates that each tissue type tends to have unique wavenum-

bers which are able to distinguish them from the other samples. The areas which

show good performance occur over several pixels which indicates that the MA is

sensitive to small features within the spectra rather than specific wavenumbers.

This is expected as the spectra don’t demonstrate any sharp features with the

spectral resolution of 6 cm−1. Each of the butterfly plots show multiple areas

which achieve a good score, which implies that the spectra have multiple features

within the 1000-1800 cm−1 range that can be used for classification. This in-

fers that there are multiple chemical variations between the tissue samples, which

would obviously be of interest to researchers.
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Figure 4.6: Figure showing the butterfly plots of the Barrett’s and adenocarci-
noma samples, a) Barrett’s Epithelium, b) Barrett’s Stroma, c) Adenocarcinoma

d) Adenocarcinoma Stroma.

Although the butterfly images are useful in describing the general importance of

all the wavenumbers it doesn’t obviously highlight which wavenumbers are the best

and also which are used in the optimal metric set in the classification model. To

do this a discrimination plot is used, which is a plot that tallies how many times a

wavenumber is used within the ratio pairs of the top metrics for each tissue. The

more times a wavenumber is used in the best metrics the more important that

wavenumber is deemed to be. The discrimination plot for the top 5 metrics is

shown for each tissue sample in Figure 4.7.

By studying the wavenumbers used in the top 5 metrics for each sample, it is

clear that in general each sample uses a unique set of wavenumbers to classify the

tissue samples. This is true apart from ≈ 1460 cm−1 which is used by both the

metrics for Barrett’s epithelium and adenocarcinoma. Multiple samples using the

same wavenumber is not detrimental as it simply indicates that the wavenumbers

are key for sample discrimination and may ultimately help produce a simple device
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Figure 4.7: Figure showing the discrimination plots, which indicate the im-
portance of every wavenumber used in the top 5 metrics for each tissue type.
Purple is the Barrett’s stroma, blue is the Barrett’s epithelium, green is the

adenocarcinoma and red is the adenocarcinoma stroma.

capable of diagnosing multiple tissue samples with only a few wavenumbers being

needed.
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4.3.2 Tissue biopsy sample discussion

By assessing the success rates of the MA algorithm it is clear that it is capable of

discriminating well between the tissue samples. Insight into which wavenumbers

were important for discrimination can also be assessed from the butterfly and

discrimination plots.

The MA performed significantly worse for AS compared to the other samples,

so to better understand the MA’s performance the labels given by the MA can be

studied in further detail. Table 4.3 shows the percentage of how each tissue type

was labelled within the dataset using the optimal number of metrics. Most of the

tissue types show a large portion of correctly predicted spectra with a considerably

smaller proportion of incorrect predictions. This is true apart from for the lowest

performing tissue type which was AS which shows 20% of the AS testing dataset

was labelled incorrectly as AD. This is almost a third the size of the number of

correctly labelled spectra, which is not demonstrated to the same extent in any

of the other tissue types. The reasons for such a considerable mislabelling will be

explored further.

Tissue type BE% BS% AD% AS%

Barrett’s Epithelium 93 6 1 0
Barrett’s Stroma 6 87 2 5
Adenocarcinoma 2 3 88 7

Adenocarcinoma Stroma 5 4 20 71

Table 4.3: A table showing the proportion of each datasets were labelled.

There are many possibilities as to why AS performed worse than the other

samples types. The first is simply that the MA is unable to properly characterise

the AS sample. This is unlikely though as it achieved a considerable success rate

of over 70%, which would be unlikely if the prediction algorithm had no grasp on

the key characteristics of the spectra. Also if the MA was struggling to distinguish

between AD and AS it would be expected that the poor performance would be
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seen in both of the sample’s success rates. This is not the case though as the

portion of AD incorrectly labelled AS is 7% which is only just larger than that of

BE and BS.

A more likely possibility is that the AS tissue varies significantly in nature at

various spatial positions within the sample. This is possible as stroma is a general

term given to the connective tissue which borders well-defined tissues which have a

dedicated role such as epithelial or muscle tissue. If the AS chemical content varied

significantly enough so that there was essentially multiple tissue types present in

the same dataset, multiple distributions may be present with the training stage

for a single ratio pair. This would result in a poor PDF fit as the distributions are

always fitted with only a single Gaussian, the PDF would therefore not represent

the data as well as it normally does. It is not inconceivable that the AS tissue

may vary as it only associated to the AD which is present near it. This means

that the AS is from an area which has AD present but is not itself defined as

being either healthy or cancerous. AD is liable to changing the structure of the

surrounding stroma [117], so it may be that within the AS dataset there is a

mixture of healthy and cancerous stroma or cancerous stroma which have been

altered to varying degrees. Some of the AS may have been altered so significantly

by the neighbouring AD that some of it’s spectral features appear more like the

AD than that of normal AS, which would explain why there is a significant portion

AS mislabelled as AD.

It is also possible that some of the AD tissue was simply mislabelled AS by the

histopathologist, which is possible as it is much harder to distinguish AS from AD

than it is to tell the difference between the much more structured BE and BS. It

is interesting to note that mislabelled spectra will have a varying impact on the

different stages of MA. The training stage is actually quite robust as long as the

portion of mislabelled spectra is not so overwhelming that multiple significantly

sized distributions are produced. The success rates calculated in the testing and

analysis stages are much more sensitive to the mislabelled spectra as they assumes

that all the predefined labels are correct. For example, if two samples are studied

(A and B), but 10% of A’s spectra are actually taken of sample B, both the training
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and testing datasets for A will contain ≈ 10% of B spectra. The characterisation of

A will still be successful as the mislabelled spectra will not greatly affect the fit of

the PDF to the majority of correctly labelled A spectra. The result of the training

stage is therefore PDFs which can describe the spectra well and discriminate both

of the samples. The good performance of the training stage doesn’t matter when

calculating the success rates in the following stages as the mislabelled spectra

within the training set of A will be predicted correctly as being B, as the MA was

still able to characterise the data well. But as the predefined labels are assumed

to be true the correct prediction will be counted as being incorrect as the MA

believes all the spectra within the dataset for A must be A. This would therefore

lower the apparent success rate even though the actual label predictions had been

correct. The problem of mislabelling could be limited by being very selective when

labelling the FTIR images, which would be ideal but couldn’t be done in this study

due to the limited number of images.

The reasons just explained may also be responsible for the other tissue types

incorrectly labelling their spectra. Clearly though this effect is much smaller or

the number of mislabelled spectra is considerably lower for the other tissue sam-

ples when compared to AS. From reviewing the results shown in Table 4.3 the

MA demonstrates it’s potential as a sample classifier and by knowing the issues

associated with the AS datasets, the poor performance of the MA to classify AS

can be explained and possibly rectified in future experiments. The ideal solution

would be to rerun the experiment with much larger datasets from multiple images,

which are meticulously labelled to ensure minimal mislabelling.

Although it is hard to make concrete statements on the chemical differences

between the tissues samples from such a small study, the wavenumbers found to

be important by the MA can be compared to previous IR studies to ascertain

if they coincide. A paper which utilised FTIR to image oesophageal tissue [72]

showed that 1450-1465 cm-1 are significant wavenumbers which are attributed to

both proteins and lipids. These wavenumbers are found to be highly significant for

both BE and AD as demonstrated in the discrimination plot, Figure 4.7, indicating

that the relative levels of both the lipids and proteins may be a discriminator of
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the tissues. In the same paper 1237 cm-1 was noted as a strong discriminator

between Barrett’s and malignant tissue and is attributed to nucleic acids. The

region of the IR spectrum around 1237 cm-1 was also found to be an important

wavenumber by MA as it occurs multiple times in the optimal metric sets for both

AS and BS.

Another paper using IR spectroscopy to study cervical cells [118] found sig-

nificant variations between healthy and cancerous tissue at 1155 cm-1 which is

associated to the C-O stretch within proteins. Although this was originally dis-

cussed for a different cancer 1155 cm-1 was found to be an important discriminator

for the BS. This may therefore be indicating something which may relate to can-

cer in general, which would obviously be interesting. Important wavenumbers are

observed in both the stroma sets by MA in the 1545 cm-1 region. This region is

associated with the Amide II band found in proteins, which has also been flagged

as a previous potential discriminator.

Finally changes in the absorption bands at 1080 cm-1 were observed in [72]

and attributed to the variation in nucleic acids between cancerous and healthy

tissue. This wavenumber is found to be important by the MA as it it is appears

often within the AS optimal set. Table 4.4 summarises the important wavenum-

bers and the molecular species which have been previously associated to potential

discriminators.

Wavenumber cm-1 Main chemical contributor Sample Reference

1080 Nucleic acids AS [70, 72, 118]
1155 Proteins BS [72, 118]
1237 Nucleic acids AS, BS [70, 72]

1450-1465 Proteins and lipids AD, BE [72]
1545 Amide II AS, BS [72]

Table 4.4: A table showing wavenumbers that the metrics analysis deemed
important for discrimination for each tissue sample (BE is Barrett’s epithelium,
BS is Barrett’s stroma, AD is Adenocarcinoma and AS is Adenocarcinoma
stroma). The main molecular species associated with IR absorption at each
particular wavenumber is stated along with the reference to the supporting

literature.
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The study of the two tissue FTIR images has demonstrated the capabilities of

MA not only as a predictive tool but also it’s ability to give insight into what are

the key distinguishing chemical differences between the tissue samples. Although

this study only contains a limited amount of data the MA, with no built in bias

to known important wavenumbers for biological classification, was able to find

multiple wavenumbers which have previously been determined to be significant

for tissue discrimination. As the majority of the important wavenumbers shown

in the discrimination plots can be assigned to known molecular species common in

biological samples it gives credibility that MA is extracting relevant and important

chemical information within the IR spectrum and is not finding differences based

on other factors, such as artefacts within the FTIR images.

The tissue study has highlighted some of the dangers with MA, as it is sensitive

to the quality of the data used in the learning process to both characterise the

sample but to also give reliable assurances on it’s performance. This can be hard

to guarantee in tissue images as they are often very complex with subtle borders

between one type of tissue and the next, but could be remedied by carrying out a

larger experimental study where the spectra are taken very carefully.

4.3.3 Cell line sample results

As the study of tissue biopsies showed that MA had promise as a classification tool,

further experiments were needed to continue testing it’s potential. As the quality

of the labelling within the datasets used in the learning process was found to be

critical, the experiment was designed to fundamentally overcome this issue. Each

cell line sample contains cells of only a single type, which were grown on a CaF2

slide to allow them to be used in IR instruments. If the slide was kept free from

contamination none of the spectra collected for the MA could be mislabelled. A

total of five cell lines were imaged in this study with various oesophageal carcinoma

samples (OE 19, OE 21 and OE 33) and two myofibroblast samples (173/1 and

173/5). The cell line samples are shown in Table 4.5 with their associated labels.
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Cell line sample type Label

Oesophageal adenocarcinoma (oesophageal gastric junction) OE 19
Oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma OE 21

Oesophageal adenocarcinoma (lower oesophagus) OE 33
Cancer associated myofibroblast 173/1

Non cancer associated myofibroblast 173/5

Table 4.5: A table showing the cell line samples and their associated labels.

It was found when reviewing the FTIR data that there were considerable arte-

facts present within the OE 33 sample image, which meant it could not be used

with the MA algorithm as it had negative effects on the performance for all the

samples. This is because the training stage essentially compares all the PDFs

within a metric. If a dataset is behaving sporadically the PDF wouldn’t repre-

sent the true chemical content and so would behave differently, this would have

a detrimental effect on the assessment of the other samples as all the PDF are

compared to the OE 33. As the OE 33 dataset included artefacts, wavenumbers

found to be good discriminators would not necessarily relate to chemical features

and may instead be highlighting the presence of the anomalous data. Therefore

the assessment of the important wavenumbers for discrimination would yield very

little. The single OE 33 image contained multiple FTIR scans as it was a mosaic

but the artefacts were found throughout and therefore the OE 33 data had to be

fully removed from the cell line study.

The average spectra of the four cell lines used in this study are shown in Figure

4.8, as with the tissue study it is clear that there is little variation between the

average spectra.

The 173/1 average spectrum is visibly different at around 1025 cm-1, but as-

sumptions of this being a good discriminator cannot be made at this point as the

average spectra do not account for the magnitude of the variation within the 173/1

spectra. As with the tissue studies, the success curves and the success rates using

the optimal number of metrics is the first stage for assessing the performance of

the MA. The success curves for the cell lines are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Figure showing the average spectra of each of the cell lines used
in the learning process. Green is OE 19, red is OE 21, purple is 173/1 and blue

is 173/5.

Figure 4.9 shows that all the samples perform well with OE 19, 173/1 and 173/5

all achieving 90%+ success rates. The most dramatic increase in the success rate

seen in both the tissue and cell line study is demonstrated by the 173/5 sample

which at one point has a very low success rate of ≈ 45% and increases to around

90% when the number of metrics is increased. As the metrics are used in order of

their ranking with the best being first, this dramatic increase implies that none of

the metrics were individually very capable of high prediction rates for 173/5 and

the classifier model relied heavily on the collaborative affect of the voting system.

The success rates of each cell line when using the optimal number of metrics

are shown in Table 4.6.

Tissue type Success rate # Metrics

OE 19 97 2
OE 21 81 1
173/1 92 64
173/5 91 24

Table 4.6: A table showing the success rates of the MA algorithm at correctly
labelling spectra of various cell line samples and the number of metrics used in

the optimal model.
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Figure 4.9: Figure showing the variation in the success rate for each tissue
type as the number of metrics used in the prediction model is varied. Green is

OE 19, red is OE 21, purple is 173/1 and blue is 173/5.

The average success rate of the cell line study was greater than that of the

tissue study at 90%. OE 19, 173/1 and 173/5 performed particularly well with

success rates higher than 90% and OE 19 achieved a success rate of 97% which

is very high given that the spectra used to gain this value were not used in the

training stage. The worst performing sample was OE 21 with a success rate of

81%, which is still a very good rate of labelling. The high success rates again

signify that the MA is performing well and is able to discriminate the cell line

samples well. The butterfly images generated by the MA for the cell line samples

are shown in Figure 4.10.

As with the tissue study the butterfly images show multiple features for each

of the cell lines indicating that several areas of the IR spectra can be used to

distinguish them. The discrimination plot for the cell lines is shown in Figure

4.11. The discrimination plot again demonstrates that the wavenumbers in the

very top metrics tend to be unique between the samples. There are interesting
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Figure 4.10: Figure showing the butterfly plots of the cell line samples, a) OE
19, b) OE 21, c) 173/1 d) 173/5.

features such as an area of importance for 173/1 (purple) at 1510 cm−1 which

occurs in between the two significant areas of interest for OE 21. There is some

overlap though as both OE 21 and 173/5 use 1475 cm−1.
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Figure 4.11: Figure showing the discrimination plots, which indicate the im-
portance of every wavenumber used in the top 5 metrics for each cell line sample.

Green is OE 19, red is OE 21, purple is 173/1 and blue is 173/5.

4.3.4 Cell line sample discussion

With the high success rates shown for the cell line study the MA has again demon-

strated that it is a powerful tool capable of discriminating between the various

samples. What is significant within the cell line study is that currently this is
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the first example of an automated system being able to distinguish the two my-

ofibroblast samples taken from the same patient [119]. The performance of both

the myofibroblast samples were very high, which given the current difficulty of

discriminating the two indicates the potential for MA.

The samples used in the cell line study are very similar to each other like in the

tissue study, which is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 by the little variation between

the average spectra. The performance of the MA has improved from the previous

study which indicates that the lack of mislabelling appears to have helped build a

better and more accurate classifier model.

Another interesting difference between the cell line and tissue biopsy studies

is that there are considerably less metrics used in the cell line classifier model.

The tissue model used 135 metrics on average while the cell line study only used

23, with OE 19 and OE 21 only needing 1 and 2 metrics respectively. This lower

number of metrics may indicate that the spectra within the cell line datasets were

more homogeneous, resulting in better classification. This is because a smaller

number of metrics are needed to produce a sufficiently robust model which is

capable of handling the effects of the spectral variance.

A further comparison which can be made between the two studies is comparing

the metrics used by OE 19 and AD. OE 19 is a cell line of oesophageal adenocar-

cinoma cells which originate from the oesophageal gastric junction. AD is spectra

taken from areas of tissue which had been labelled as oesophageal adenocarcinoma

by a trained histopathologist. The OE 19 and AD samples are the two samples

which in principle are the most akin between the tissue and cell line studies. It

would therefore be interesting to compare the performance and results of the MA

on these two samples.

Both achieved a high level of discrimination with success rates of 97% and

88% respectively for OE 19 and AD. As OE 19 only used 2 metrics and AD used

83 it wouldn’t be fair to simply produce a discrimination plot which shows the

important wavenumbers in the the optimal model. Instead Manhattan plots can

be used to visually show which wavenumbers are used in the top 100 metrics for
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both the OE 19 and AD samples, the Manhattan plots for both are shown in

Figure 4.12.

In a Manhatton plot the y-axis displays the metric number and the x -axis

describes the wavenumber. At a value of n on the y-axis, each of the wavenumbers

which were used in the top n metrics are displayed. Therefore at n = 1 only the

wavenumbers in the very best metric are displayed, likewise if n = 50 all the

wavenumbers used in the top 50 metrics are plotted. This is why the structures

tend grow as more metrics are studied as each line contains all the points which

were in the previous. The colours denote whether the wavenumber used was either

ν̄1 (red) or ν̄2 (blue) in the ratio pair of the metric.

Figure 4.12: Figure showing the Manhatton plots for a) OE 19 and b) AD.

The Manhattan plots are useful to visualise which wavenumbers are important

for a given sample. They also allow for the easy comparison between two samples.

As the OE 19 and AD samples should similar in chemical composition as they are

both oesophageal adenocarcinoma, it is possible that the important wavenumbers

determined by MA may also be similar.

Clearly in Figure 4.12, the two Manhatton plots are very similar generally as

they both have two main features centred at ≈ 1420 cm−1 and 1465 cm−1. They

both show little importance in the wavenumbers which are smaller than 1300

cm−1 and some features in the 1500-1700 cm−1 area, although the AD sample
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seems to find these more important than OE 19. They even both show the same

general distribution as to which of the wavenumbers are used as ν̄1 (red) and ν̄2

(blue). As ν̄1 tend to be used for the lower wavenumbers and ν̄2 tends to be

the higher wavenumbers. There are some differences within the Manhatton plots

but this is to be expected as the these wavenumbers were found to be important

discriminators against the other samples within their individual study. As these

other sample types were different it is clear as to why the wavenumbers within

the metrics may vary. For example, the tissue study includes Barrett’s samples

which aren’t present in the cell line study and therefore a metric which is helpful

at distinguishing Barrett’s epithelium (BO) and adenocarcinoma (OE 19 and AD)

would be useless in the cell line model as it has not been trained to separate OE

19 and BO.

The significance of this comparison is that the MA has found common core

discriminators between two samples which although they are both adenocarcinoma

they are also different in many ways. OE 19 is a cell line sample which has been

grown on a slide, whereas the AD sample has been taken directly from a patient

as a biopsy. These are samples taken from different people and the results shown

here were generated in two completely separate studies which involved different

sample types. The spectra used in the MA learning process were collected in

different images and were taken years apart. Many of the key wavenumbers can

be attributed to known absorption bands of biological molecules, which would

be expected as certain molecules are known to be influenced by cancer. This is

significant as MA has no inherent bias towards wavenumbers which are known for

discrimination. This comparison indicates that cell line samples which are easy

to control and label could potentially be used to label the same sample types in

tissue biopsies. This would remove the issues of extracting the learning datasets

from tissue images, while still being able to accurately diagnose tissue samples.

What is also interesting is that although some of the important wavenumbers

coincide with previously documented discriminators which is to be expected, there

are wavenumbers the MA has highlighted have not been previously flagged. This

is in some ways more exciting as they may lead to new insights and interpretations
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which have not previously been made. This may lead to an increase in the un-

derstanding of the mechanics occurring within cancer, which may ultimately help

diagnostics and treatments.

4.3.5 Metrics analysis and random forest comparison

As MA is a newly developed form of ML it would be prudent to assess it’s per-

formance against that of another commonly used classifier. It has already been

compared to CA by Timothy Craig and was found to be more appropriate for spec-

tra discrimination. One such ML technique is called random forest (RF) which has

been used frequently to classify a wide variety of biological samples [120–122]. To

compare the two techniques a MATLAB version of an RF classifier program was

acquired from an online source [123]. RF is a supervised algorithm which works on

a similar principle to the MA, in that it aims to find features within example sets

to build a classification model. The original RF program was slightly altered to

work in a similar way to the MA so that it randomly separates the same datasets

into a learning set and a testing set. This ensures that like the MA the success

rates are a fair approximation as to the programs performance as the test spectra

aren’t used within the learning process.

To compare MA and RF they were assessed by both their success rates and the

processing time. They were tested using the cell line samples and the tissue sam-

ples. The main time dependence for the MA is the number of wavenumbers studied

within the training spectra. As a metric is formed for every possible wavenumber

pair the the number of metrics which need to be generated and assessed (which is

the majority of the processing time) is proportional to the square of the number

of wavelengths. Because all the metrics are always assessed the time taken is very

predictable. When using RF the user sets the number of trees to be used which

are classifiers analogous to metrics. The more trees used, generally the better the

classification model should perform as there are more classifiers available, but the

processing time will also be longer. RF is not like MA though in that fact it is

an example of an optimiser method. It runs through multiple iterations adjusting
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parameters in it’s model until no improvement appears to be gained at which point

the code stops. This means the processing time can often vary greatly depending

on the data it is processing. This is demonstrated by the variation in processing

times for the cell line and tissue studies. The results of both the MA and RF for

the cell line is are shown in Table 4.7.

Metric analysis Random forest Random forest

Time taken (s) 96 1254 31
Number of trees N/A 500 10
Resolution cm-1 6 20 20

OE 19 97 95 92
OE 21 81 54 51
173/1 92 96 92
173/5 90 10 16

Table 4.7: A table showing the relevant settings and results for both metric
analysis and random forest for the cell line data.

To insure that the results are fair both the MA and RF were used with the same

version of MATLAB and ran on the same computer under similar conditions. The

RF was originally ran using the same resolution as the MA (6 cm-1), but using this

resolution with a reasonable number of trees resulted in the RF program taking

an impracticable amount of time to process. The resolution of the spectra was

increased to 20 cm-1 which made the computational times much more akin to

MA. To demonstrate the variation in the performance of the RF using a different

number of trees, Table 4.7 shows the success rates and processing time for 10 and

500 trees.

Table 4.7 shows that when using only 10 trees the RF and MA perform similarly

for both the OE 19 and 173/1 datasets, with both methods performing well with

success rates of over 90%. The clear distinction between the two techniques is

found with the OE 21 and 173/5 samples. Even when the RF program uses 500

trees, which results in a processing time over 13 times longer than that of the MA

it is still out performed for the OE 21 and 173/5 samples.
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The results of comparing the MA to RF when using the tissue biopsy sample

are shown in Table 4.8. It is clear that the code is able to process the tissue data

quicker than the cell line as a scan using 5000 trees only took 648 seconds. A scan

using 500 trees for the cell line data took over twice this amount of time.

Metric analysis Random forest

Time taken (s) 246 1254
Number of trees N/A 648
Resolution cm-1 4 20

BO 93 82
BS 87 88
AD 88 88
AS 71 54

Table 4.8: A table showing the relevant settings and results for both metric
analysis and random forest for the tissue biopsy data.

Table 4.8 shows that MA tends to generally outperform the RF classifier in

both success rates and also processing time although there is less of a difference

between them compared to the cell line study.
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4.4 FTIR conclusion

The aim of studying the FTIR was not to asses its capabilities as an instrument,

which has already been demonstrated in a very large number of wide ranging

experiments. The aim was instead to take images of oesophageal samples and

ascertain if sufficient information could be gathered so that a ML technique could

be used to classify the various samples. The classifier would then be able to use

the discriminators it had found to predict the sample type of data which it has

not encountered before.

A variety of techniques were considered but because they often weren’t appro-

priate or didn’t fulfil all the desired requirements MA was designed. The MA

algorithm was developed to do this and was shown capable of studying both cells

and tissues samples, finding reliable characteristic differences between them. The

MA achieved an average success rate of 85% and 90% for the tissue and cell line

respectively. This demonstrates that MA has been able to meet the need for a

‘blackbox’ diagnositc tool.

A significant result of the cell line study was that MA was able to successfully

distinguish spectra from cancer associated myofibroblasts (173/1) and non cancer

associated myofibroblasts (173/5), which are very hard to differentiate when using

standard optical microscopes and dyes. This demonstrates that the MA program

is be able to accomplish things which are not possible with current techniques.

The wavenumbers found to be important by the MA for discriminating the

tissue samples have been compared to other IR spectroscopy experiments. The

results showed that some of the wavenumbers found to be important by the MA

agree with the previous studies. This is important as there is no inherent bias

in the program to absorption bands which are related to biological molecules, the

MA has therefore been able to extract key chemical information. This was the

second aim for the MA, which was to provide detailed information as to the relative

chemical compositions of biological samples and then to present the wavenumbers

which are able to separate the samples. By studying these discriminators it may
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be possible for a greater insight into the samples inner workings which in turn

will help with diagnostics and treatments. What is also interesting is that there

are wavenumbers found to be significant which haven’t been flagged in previous

studies. This may be the first indication of discriminators which have not yet been

appreciated by the scientific community. The MA is therefore able to meet both

the needs of a clinician and a researcher which was the ultimate aim for this study.

Finally MA was compared to the established ML technique of RF to see how it

performs. The MA was found to outperform the RF in both it’s ability to predict

the correct labels for spectra but also the processing time required for the learning

process.

Although the MA results are promising, it is important to note that it has

only been tested on a relatively small sample set, which is far to small to greatly

influence the medical community. The next step for MA is therefore to continue

the studies with larger datasets which are of a scope that is more akin to medical

trials. As MA is a general purpose classification program it is appropriate for

studying other cancers and diseases.



Chapter 5

SNOM study

This chapter will focus on the results of the SNOM experiments with the IR-FEL

attached to the ALICE accelerator. The main aim of this chapter is to assess the

potential for SNOM to be used in biological studies to gain images with resolutions

that were previously not possible. The SNOM experiments have been ongoing for

several years, with which I have been a major contributor of, with the many

images being collected and assessed by the Liverpool SCAnCan group to discover

problems which can be corrected to improve the performance of the SNOM for

the subsequent run. As the results and the implemented improvements, both of

which I was involved in, have been discussed in detail by Timothy Craig in his

PhD thesis [74], this chapter will focus on the key results gained in the final run

which I led, as they will give the greatest insight into the current state of the

SNOM instrumentation. For clarity all the data shown within this chapter was

collected by myself.

5.1 SNOM background

Due to the constant pressure to improve the performance of imaging devices, the

drive to develop high resolution instruments has been growing as many other

traditional imaging devices have begun to reach their natural limits imposed by

112
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far-field physics. This has been especially true for IR spectroscopy techniques

as they have the possibility to provide information on the chemical contents of

the biological samples but have often suffered with poor resolutions compared

to the standard optical microscopes which use visible light. Due to the heavy

requirements needed to operate a SNOM, generally in the light source, they are not

as common as more established ‘table top’ machines such as FTIR, but success has

been found using IR-SNOM [60, 97]. There are other high resolution IR imaging

techniques available such as tip enhanced raman spectroscopy (TERS). The TERS

has a complication though that to achieve high resolution a very intense source

light source is needed to produce an adequate signal, which will often result in

damaging a biological sample.

5.2 SNOM terminology

An important idea to clarify is that a typical SNOM scan results in six images with

two SNOM images, two reference images and two topographical images. There

is two of each image type as the SNOM was usually run to operate in both the

forward direction and also the backward direction. The two sets would be collected

at the same time as for the forward image the SNOM tip would travel from left to

right in respect to the images and once it reached the end of the line it would then

travel back collecting a measurement at each of the positions previously images,

hence building the backward image form right to left. Once the tip had reached

the end of the backwards row it would move up ward to scan the next line. This

method was chosen as it produces two images in each scan which can be cross

compared for possible scanning artefacts or possible even combined to remove

noise. But this method also protects the tip from being moved quickly over the

sample at the end of the forward scan which may cause damage to the sample and

tip if they collide.

This is also a good place to outline various terms which will be utilised re-

peatedly throughout the chapter. SNOM images or IR images are the images
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generated by the measurements taken by the MCT which is situated at the end

of the SNOM fibre and so are the image representing the sample. The reference

image is complied from measurements taken in sync with the SNOM using a pyro

detector to record the intensity of the FEL beam. Although the reference signal

is not spatially dependent it is displayed as an image so that it can be compared

easily to the SNOM image. The final image type is a topography image which is

a recording of the relative height of the SNOM tip. This is also recorded in sync

with the SNOM image and gives a insight into the 3D structure of the sample’s

surface. Finally a data set is defined as a collection of SNOM scans taken in the

same area at different wavelengths.

There are also two main types of data to collect when using the SNOM, either a

2D dimensional image which represents the variation in the light intensity spatially

as the tip moves across the surface or a spectrum collected over time at a single

point of the sample. By gradually varying the wavelength of the probing light over

time the spectrum can be used to describe the variation of in the absorbance at a

small area of the sample.

5.3 Image preparation

As with the FTIR data sets there is often a degree of pre-processing required to

prepare the SNOM data for analysis. This was generally a more significant task

for the SNOM data as the images were often noisier due to the low intensity signal

collected by the MCT detector at the end of the SNOM fibre. The very weak

MCT signal results in a diminished signal-to-noise ratio and therefore required

processes to improve the quality the data. A custom program was built which

contains the various processes needed and was able to give a real time view of how

each stage affected the data, which allowed each image to be processed optimally.

As the SNOM is a scanning probe instrument there are also effects found within

the SNOM images that are not present in the FTIR data which therefore required

specialised corrections. The various stages available to improve the SNOM images
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are outlined in detail in the following subsections, which have been arranged in

such a way to mirror the order they would be used to correct an image. The

pre-processing program was able to run in an automated manor allowing for many

images to be corrected quickly, which gave a good overview to which data sets

were likely to be promising. Though to achieve the best possible images for the

analysis it was operated manually for each image so that each stage could be used

optimally to give the best image. The goal of all pre-processing is to use as little

as is needed to bring the raw data to the required level of quality and therefore

it was common not to use all the stages available as some images didn’t require

them.

Dropout correction

The FEL was occasionally prone to infrequently producing a very weak pulse

of light which would not have the intensity required to be registered by either

the MCT or the reference detector. This would result in ‘dropout’ pixels within

the SNOM and reference images as each detector gave a signal close to nought.

‘Dropout’ pixels would occur 2-3 times on average within a 125 x 125 pixel image

and would have sufficient spacing that they were never next to each other within

the image. As the pixel value would drop close to zero the normalisation methods

described later would not be an adequate solution. The correction would first

find any ‘dropout’ pixels by finding any which had a value less than 10% of the

images mean pixel value. Any ‘dropout’ pixels which were found would then be

replaced by the average of its nearest surrounding pixels. For this correction not

to cause complications in the later normalisation stage it had to be made in both

the SNOM and reference images.

Normalisation

Normalisation is a standard correction method common in many spectroscopy

techniques, which aims to remove any effects due to the variation in the light
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source’s intensity in the collected data. This is possible in the SNOM instrument

as it is equipped with a detector which records a reference signal measuring the

variation in the intensity of the FEL beam at the SNOM table. The SNOM records

the reference signal every time it takes a measurement of the SNOM signal and

therefore every pixel in the SNOM image has an associated value of the FEL beam’s

intensity. Normally each reading in the experimental signal (SNOM signal) would

be divided by the appropriate value in the reference signal pixel for pixel, which

if ideal would remove any variations in the SNOM image due to the FEL beam’s

power fluctuating throughout the scan. This is not the case for the SNOM though,

as the SNOM signal and the reference signal are not entirely equatable. This is

due to the reference signal measuring the entire beam’s intensity, whereas the

SNOM signal is collected from a very small area of the focused beam. The SNOM

signal is therefore sensitive to the internal structure of the FEL beam and any

positional movements of the beam. This means the two signals can’t be simply

divided on a pixel to pixel basis. Although sometimes this type of normalisation

was found to improve SNOM images it was also likely to add extra noise due to

the discontinuity between the two signals.

A more general approach was therefore needed to be able to use the reference

signal to normalise the SNOM image. This was done by plotting each pixel in the

image on a graph of the reference signal against the SNOM signal. If there was

variation in the SNOM image due to the fluctuation of the FEL beam’s intensity,

the graph would result in a linear correlation as an increase in the FEL beam’s

intensity would result in an increase in the SNOM signal and vice versa, Figure

5.1 shows an example of such a graph.

A linear line can then be fitted to the distribution to give a general relation

between the SNOM signal and the reference signal. The fit could be used to

normalise the SNOM image as each pixel would be divided by the value from

the fit at it’s associated reference value rather than simply the reference value

itself. Within the preprocessing program the fit could be generated automatically

using the inbuilt ’fit’ function in MATLAB or it could be formed manually and

manipulated in real time to optimise the normalisation of the SNOM image. This
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Figure 5.1: A graph showing the correlation between the SNOM signal and
the reference signal taken from a SNOM scan of a OE 33 cell.

was found to be one of the most powerful processes to extract information from

images which appeared not to have a large amount of detail in the raw data, as

Figure 5.2 demonstrates.

Figure 5.2: Figure showing the result of using the dropout and normalisation
corrections. a) Shows the raw SNOM image taken of a OE 33 cell and b) Shows

the result of using the correction on the raw image.
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Piezoelectric stage correction

A common problem encountered when using piezoelectric stages is the nonlinear

movements due to the stage not moving proportionally to the driving signal which

is used to control it. This issue was found to exist in the SNOM sample stage which

meant the images produced were prone to artificial stretching due to the varying

distances between each measurement. This isn’t an issue if the analysis being

carried out on the data is not spatially dependent, but if the SNOM images are to

be compared back to the original sample the non-linearity within the piezoelectric

drive needs to be accounted for.

The first step is to characterise the nonlinear movement of the stage so that a

tailored correction can be made. To do this a calibration sample consisting of a

silicon base with regular sized and spaced gold squares placed on top was imaged

using a wire with a very sharp point. A wire was used instead of the SNOM fibre

as it could be made into a much sharper point and as this study only requires the

topography it was ideal. Figure 5.3 shows an optical image of the calibration slide

and the raw topographical images collected by the SNOM in both the forward

(collected left to right) and backward (collected right to left) directions.

The forward and backward images in Figure 5.3, show that there is also an

asymmetry between the two directions as the most significant stretching occurs

at the beginning of each line scan, which is on the left side for the forward scans

and the right side for the backward scans. This means an individual correction

has to be found for both the forward and backward scans. The sizes and spacing

of the gold squares had been measured using a calibrated optical microscope and

so the distance from one edge to another could be calculated. A characterisation

curve could therefore be made by plotting the real spacial distances of each edge

from a specified edge against the observed distance depicted within the SNOM

images. Figure 5.4 shows the calibration curves for both directions, with a fitted

third order polynomial which describes the relationship between the perceived tip

position and it’s real position.
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Figure 5.3: Highlighting the stretching of the SNOM image due to the non-
linear behaviour of the piezoelectric stage. a) Topography image of the cal-
ibration sample taken in the forward direction, b) the same scan but in the
backwards direction and c) optical microscope image taken of the calibration

grid.

The calibration curves therefore allow for the real spatial position of every pixel

to be calculated by finding the relevant point on the curve given it’s observed

spatial position in the raw image. Each line within the SNOM image could then

be interpolated with a new spacing in such away that the resultant image had

a uniform pixel spacing of a size denoted before the scan. Figure 5.5 shows the

result of using the correction on the calibration images shown in Figure 5.3.

It is clear that post correction the topography image is now much closer to the

sample’s true topography and by testing multiple full range calibration images it

was found to be a reliable method of correction. Smaller images were taken within
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Figure 5.4: A graph showing the relationship between the observed and actual
potion of the SNOM tip throughout a forward and backward scan.

the full range of the stage and corrected by taking the relevant portion of the

calibration curve. When the small images were corrected they were much closer

the real topography but were found not to perform optimally as the full sized scan.

This must be the result of a relevant portion from the 500 µm calibration curve not

properly describing the non-linearity found within the smaller images. The general

correction would therefore be used to bring all the raw images close to the real

topographical structures, while a separate program was developed for the smaller

images which allowed for a user to make small alterations to the calibration curve

resulting in the best images. Calibrated optical images or AFM scans were often

used to compare the correction’s output to assure that the distortion had been

properly corrected.

This correction would be applied to both the topographic images and the SNOM

images so that the absorption features could be correlated spatially to potential

features within the sample. The piezoelectric correction is carried out after the
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Figure 5.5: Figure showing a) A raw topography image taken by the SNOM
of a calibration grid, b) Is the same topography after being corrected.

normalisation stage as interpolating the reference image which may mostly contain

variations due to noise isn’t ideal and may detrimentally affect the performance

of the normalisation program.

Image registry

To properly compare the images within a SNOM data set, it is important to be

confident that all the images are aligned and are therefore displaying the same

area of sample. It was found that between scans the SNOM tip was liable to drift

by < 0.5 µm, due to sample movements or thermal effects. This is a negligible

effect for large images where the pixel sizes are much greater than the drifts, but

for the much smaller high resolution images where the pixel size is sub-micron,

the drift becomes visible and would have a serious effect on the analysis if not

corrected. To produce data cubes like the FTIR it is crucial that the SNOM data

is properly aligned so that the pixels within each image are correctly positioned.

The images taken within a SNOM set therefore need to be co-registered if re-

liable comparisons are going to be made between them. Using the SNOM images

would be unreliable for registry as each image may vary greatly due to the interac-

tion of the light with the sample, but the topographical image produced in every
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scan are ideal as they show the scan area and should be identical for each scan

within the set. To align the images, each topographical image is compared to the

topography of the first scan and the program would move one topography image

against the other over reasonable distances and measure the average difference

between the commonly shared area, which when properly aligned would be at a

minimum. Once the offset for each image within the set was found the images,

including the SNOM and reference images would be cropped to the common area

shared by all the scans.

Median filtering

Filtering was often avoided as it can overly blur the SNOM images removing detail

but median filtering would sometimes be used if the noise within the image was still

too large even after normalisation. Median filtering is a common noise reducing

image analysis process and works by replacing each pixel with the median of its

nearest surrounding pixels, hence removing the more extreme values. This may

help removes noise but was always used manually so that the resultant image could

be assessed to see if the filtering was beneficial.
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5.4 High resolution study

As the main aim of using the SNOM was to assess its ability to generate diffraction

limit breaking resolutions in images using the IR-FEL light source which was

incorporated into the ALICE accelerator. Such images would not be possible with

traditional far-field instruments, such as FTIR as they are fundamentally limited

by the diffraction limit. To achieve such high resolutions an etched tip with an

aperture diameter of ≈ 0.1 µm was rastered over the samples surface. For the

images shown in this study the SNOM was operated in reflection mode, which

means the FEL light strikes the sample at a grazing angle and a small amount of

reflected light is captured by the SNOM tip. As the tip captures the reflected light

the SNOM images are only sensitive to the chemistry near the sample surface.

To test the ability of the SNOM instrument to produce submicron resolution

images, five scans were taken of a small 5 µm by 5.5 µm area within a single OE

33 (oesophageal adenocarcinoma) cell. Each scan used a different wavelength for

the probing light (5.71, 6.06, 6.5, 7.3 and 8.05 µm), so that chemical sensitivity of

the SNOM instrument could be assessed. The wavelengths were carefully chosen

to highlight the presence of important biomarkers which are common to many

biological structures, apart from the 7.3 µm wavelength, which was chosen as it

isn’t associated to any key biological absorption bands and therefore should act as

a control. Table 5.1 shows which biomarkers were targeted by which wavelengths.

Wavelength µm Targeted biomarkers

8.05 DNA/RNA
7.3 Control
6.5 Amide II (β-sheet)
6.06 Amide I (α-helix)
5.71 Lipids

Table 5.1: A table showing which biomarkers were targeted by each wave-
length.
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Figure 5.6 shows a optical microscope image taken of the OE 33 cell used within

this study, along with the SNOM topography image of the same cell. The black

rectangle on the topography image shows the scam area for the images within this

high resolution study.

Figure 5.6: Various images of the same OE 33 cell a) optical microscope image
of the OE 33 cell used within this high resolution study, b) SNOM topography
taken of the same cell, with a black rectangle highlighting the area scanned in

the high resolution images.

The high resolution SNOM images taken within the highlighted area are shown

in Figure 5.6. Each of the scans have been registered together using the topography

images and cropped to guarantee that all SNOM images shown in Figure 5.7

represent the same area and are not offset. Within the SNOM images areas which

had an intense light signal are represented as white while areas with low light

signals are coloured red.

It is clear from the SNOM images that depending on the wavelength of the

probing light, different features are present within the images, for example the

8.05 µm image shows a very intense streak with areas of low intensity on either side.

The 6.06 µm, 6.5 µm and 7.3 µm images instead generally mirror the topography,

showing the entire top right corner of the images having an intense signal, unlike

the 8.05 µm image. The 5.71 µm image is the only image which doesn’t show clear

contrast at the topography features edge. This is due to the pulse to pulse noise
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Figure 5.7: Five high resolution SNOM images taken at various wavelengths
and a topographical image. a) - e) Are the SNOM images using λ = 8.05, 7.3,
6.5, 6.06 and 5.71 µm respectively and f) Is the topography image taken from

the same area.

being considerably larger when the FEL producing 5.71 µm light as it is lasing

near it’s limits and can become unstable. The increased noise coupled with the

very weak lipid signal due to it being only generated by a very thin lipid bilayer

means that the 5.71 µm image doesn’t appear to contain any significant contrast.
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It is possible that the tip and/or sample has changed between the subsequent

scans and this is the cause of the varying image contrast. To assess if either

sample or tip changes caused the varying contrast, the first scan (8.05 µm image)

was repeated after all the other images had been collected. The original image

and the SNOM image from the repeated scan are compared in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Comparison of the original 8.05 µm image and a repeat scan a)
The original 8.05 µm image, b) The SNOM image from the repeated scan.

It is clear that the repeat scan is very similar to the original image and therefore

the tip and sample are not the cause for the change in the features within the

SNOM image. The variations are also unlikely to be solely due to topographical

artefacts as all the topography images are consistent with each other, but the

SNOM images show considerable variations in contrast. To properly assess the

spatial positions of the features seen in the SNOM images, line profiles were taken

from the same position on each of the SNOM image. The line on the topography

image shown in Figure 5.9 highlights the region the line profiles were taken from.

The line profiles taken from the SNOM images are shown in Figure 5.10.

What is clear from the line profiles is that the leading edges of the features

shown in the SNOM images occur at different spatial position. The leading edge

of the feature shown in the 8.05 µm images clearly start before any of the features

shown in the other SNOM images. The line profiles also show that even though

the 6.06, 6.5 and 7.3 µm images appear similar the edge starts and rises differently

within each image. For example the 6.5 µm edge starts before the 7.3 µm edge and

rises much steeper than the 6.06 µm edge. These observations demonstrate the

each of the SNOM images show fine detail differences which distinguish them from
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Figure 5.9: A topography image with the region used to generate the line
profiles highlighted.

each other, again implying that the features shown are not simply topographical

effects.

As the true size of the fibre aperture diameter is unknown the resolution has to

be estimated using the features visible within the images. The resolution within

an image can be estimated by measuring the distance required for the intensity to

increase from 20% to 80% over a step feature. By using this rule and the 6.5 µm

line profile an estimation of ≈ 0.15 µm ± 0.05 µm can be found. By using this value

of the resolution the SNOM instrument can be shown to achieve a resolution which

is over 20 times that of optimal resolution determined by the far-field diffraction

limit.

To further assess the structure found in the 8.05 µm SNOM images, multiple

overlapping scans were taken so that they could be combined to form a mosaic

image, the result of which is shown in Figure 5.11. The mosaic shows that the

feature has a clear beginning and end, with finite dimensions of ≈ 11 µm by 0.7 µm.

The fact that this object has a finite size and does not continue to follow the

topography, which is also shown in Figure 5.11, provides more evidence that the

features seen within the SNOM images are based on the chemistry of the sample
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Figure 5.10: The line profiles taken from each of the SNOM images within
the resolution study.

and are not just simply image artefacts. These dimensions are also consistent with

the size of human chromosomes, which while can not be definitively proven in this

case, shows the potential of a high resolution technique such as SNOM.
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Figure 5.11: A mosaic made of three individual SNOM images which have
been combined to show that the structure seen within the 8.05 µm SNOM images

has a finite length

5.5 Evaluation of aperture SNOM for biomedi-

cal applications

To contrast and compare both the reflection and transmission SNOM imaging

along with FTIR spectroscopy, all 3 techniques were used to image the same

OE 33 cell shown previously. By comparing the images it might be possible to

deduce any potential differences between them, giving a better indication as to

their strength and weakness.

The same cell shown in Figure 5.6 was imaged using the same FTIR used in
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Chapter 4 but with a high magnification condenser. This reduced the image size to

140 µm x 140 µm, with a pixel size of 1.1 µm. It is important to note that although

the higher magnification condenser can shrink the pixel size, the instrument is

still restricted by the diffraction limit. Figure 5.12 shows all the SNOM images

along with the appropriate slices taken from the FTIR data cube at the same

wavelengths as used with the SNOM.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of SNOM and FTIR images of an OE33 cell. (a)
SNOM in reflection, (b) SNOM in transmission, (c) raw FTIR images and (d)
FTIR images after noise reduction and Mie scattering correction. The SNOM

images are 58 µm x 75 µm while the FTIR images are 66 µm x 75 µm.

The reflection and transmission SNOM images were taken one after the other

during an experimental run at ALICE, the FTIR data was taken 7 months after

the SNOM images. To assess if the cell had changed between the SNOM and

FTIR scans the cell was imaged using a atomic force microscope (AFM), which

is capable of very high spatial resolution topography images. Figure 5.13 shows

both the AFM and SNOM topographies.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of a) a SNOM topography and b) an AFM topog-
raphy of the same OE 33 cell taken 7 months apart.

The AFM image obviously has a much higher spatial resolution (0.07 µm) com-

pared to the SNOM which is to be expected. Figure 5.13 clearly shows that there

has been a considerable change over the 7 months between both images being

taken. Although the cell is chemically fixed to stop it decaying it does not prevent

the cell from ‘settling’ while it was stored. As the structures seen in both im-

ages are different it implies that the internal contents of the cell will have moved.

This means that the SNOM and FTIR images cannot be compared directly as the

distribution of the chemicals within the cell has changed.

Although direct comparisons cannot be made between the SNOM and FTIR

images, they can be studied to assess the performance of the SNOM at gaining

higher spatial resolution images. Figure 5.14 shows the 8.05 µm SNOM image and

8.05 µm FTIR image, where two line profiles have been taken in approximately

the same positions in both images. It is important to note again that it is not

expected that the general structures will be the same as the cell is known to have

changed.

Clearly the SNOM image shows a much greater magnitude of signal variation

and higher resolution spatial features compared to the line profiles from the FTIR

image. This is to be expected as the FTIR is still restricted by the diffraction

limit and therefore the line profiles are essentially smoothed as the each point is

averaged with it’s neighbours, because the pixel size is smaller than the diffraction

limit.
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Figure 5.14: Line profiles through a OE 33 cell at 8.05 µm. (a) Line profiles
through the SNOM in reflection image and (b) line profiles through the noise
reduced and Mie corrected FTIR image. The inserts show the locations of the
line profiles. The black line profiles are taken from the upper line and the grey

line profiles are taken from the lower line through the small insert images.

As the SNOM images were taken around the same time they can be compared

to assess if the reflection and transmission images contain the same information.

Figure 5.15 shows the topography, reflection and transmission SNOM images at

8.05 µm. Visually it is clear that the reflection and transmission images appear to

have very little correlation, as they share very few common features.

Figure 5.15: Contour Plots showing (a) SNOM in reflection topography, (b)
SNOM in reflection at 8.05 µm and (c) SNOM in transmission at 8.05 µm.
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To quantify the degree of correlation between these images the correlation coef-

ficient was calculated for each pairing. A correlation coefficient for any two images

can be calculated by the sum, over all the pixels within the cell area, of the prod-

ucts of the pixel values in the two images which have been offset from the mean

value and normalised by the variance in each image. A correlation coefficient of

1 implies that the two images are identical, -1 indicates that they are perfectly

anti-correlated and 0 means there is no correlation between the images. The corre-

lation coefficients of the reflection, transmission and topography images are shown

in Table 5.2.

Image pair Correlation coefficient

Reflection-Topography 0.43
Transmission-Topography 0.31
Reflection-Transmission 0.01

Table 5.2: A table showing the correlation coefficients between the reflection,
transmission and topography SNOM images of an OE 33 cell.

The values shown in Table 5.2 indicate there is a degree of correlation between

the SNOM IR images (reflection and transmission images) and the topography,

but the value is low enough to imply that the features within the IR images are not

solely due to the topography. As expected there is very little correlation between

the reflection and transmission images, with a correlation coefficient of 0.01.

The correlation between two images can be shown visually with correlation plots

as demonstrated in Figure 5.16, which show the comparison of the reflection and

transmission images at all wavelengths along with the topography. The areas of the

cell where the reflection and transmission images correlate for a given wavelength

are coloured green, the areas of anti-correlation are coloured red and the areas

of no correlation are grey. The correlation coefficient for the cells as a whole is

displayed beneath each image. As the topography image demonstrates a very

high correlation of 0.97, it implies that the cell was not significantly damaged or

structurally altered during the reflection or transmission scans.
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Figure 5.16: Correlation plots and coefficients for SNOM in reflection vs
SNOM in transmission. The correlation plots show the correlation spatially
between the two images for a given wavelength. Green indicates that the two
images correlate well, red indicates that the two images are anti-correlated and

grey implies there is no correlation.

As the correlation coefficients at all the wavelengths are low it indicates that

there tends to be very little correlation between the reflection or transmission

scans. The fact that the IR images are not correlated but the topography images

are demonstrates that reflection and transmission are sensitive to the chemical

composition of the cell. The lack of correlation in the IR images also implies

that the two techniques have different sensitivities which is mostly likely sample

thickness.

The same method for correlation used to compare the reflection and transmis-

sion sets can be applied to correlate the SNOM images at different wavelengths.

Table 5.3 shows the correlation coefficients of all the comparisons of IR images

and topography within the reflection set.

5.71 µm 6.06 µm 6.50 µm 7.30 µm 8.05 µm Topography

5.71 µm 1.00 0.08 0.03 -0.01 -0.05 -0.03
6.06 µm 0.08 1.00 0.52 0.24 0.10 -0.40
6.50 µm 0.03 0.52 1.00 0.57 0.39 -0.08
7.30 µm -0.01 0.24 0.57 1.00 0.75 0.38
8.05 µm -0.05 0.10 0.39 0.75 1.00 0.43

Topography -0.03 -0.40 -0.08 0.38 0.43 1.00

Table 5.3: table showing the correlation coefficients for the reflection SNOM
images.
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The first relation that can be found in Table 5.3 is the correlation of the IR

images with the topography. Both the 8.05 µm and 7.3 µm images were somewhat

correlated with the topography, 6.5 µm and 5.71 µm showed little correlation and

6.06 µm displayed a degree of anti correlation. None of the reflection IR images

therefore demonstrate that they are entirely dependent on the topography. A

strong correlation is demonstrated between the 8.05 µm and 7.3 µm with a coeffi-

cient of 0.75.

There is a strong correlation of 0.52 between 6.06 µm and 6.5 µm, which are

attributed to α-helices and β-sheets respectively. This is understandable as both

are components of the secondary structure of proteins. The 5.71 µm image showed

very poor correlation with all the images, which can be attributed to the poor

quality of the 5.71 µm image. As shown in the high resolution study 5.71 µm is at

the edge of the ALICE-FEL operating range, so the signal to noise can often be

poor.

A similar table can be produced for the transmission SNOM set, shown in Table

5.4.

5.71 µm 6.06 µm 6.50 µm 7.30 µm 8.05 µm Topography

5.71 µm 1.00 0.11 0.70 0.74 0.66 0.25
6.06 µm 0.11 1.00 0.39 0.22 0.20 -0.43
6.50 µm 0.70 0.39 1.00 0.70 0.74 0.08
7.30 µm 0.74 0.22 0.70 1.00 0.74 0.26
8.05 µm 0.66 0.20 0.74 0.74 1.00 0.31

Topography 0.25 -0.43 0.08 0.26 0.31 1.00

Table 5.4: Table showing the pixel correlation coefficients for the transmission
SNOM images.

Table 5.4 shows largely the same relations that were displayed in the reflection

images. The highest correlation is still between the 8.05 µm and 7.3 µm images

with a coefficient of 0.74. The IR images also have the same relationship with

the topography as shown in the reflection dataset, apart from 5.71 µm that has
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a slightly stronger correlation with the topography. This is most likely due to

the quality of the 5.71 µm transmission image being improved compared to it’s

reflection counterpart. This improvement may also be the reason as to why the

correlation between 5.71 µm and 8.05, 7.3 and 6.5 µm have also increased signifi-

cantly from the reflection images. The correlation coefficient of both the 6.06 µm

(α-helices) and 6.5 µm (β-sheets) doubled when compared to the 8.05 µm image.

The same study can be carried out on the corrected FTIR data, which is shown

in Table 5.5. The results within Table 5.5 show that the FITR images are massively

correlated to the topography which was taken using the AFM, with correlation

coefficients ranging from 0.93-1. This is not to say that there isn’t chemical in-

formation present in spectra it is just simply dominated by the topography of the

sample. This highlights the benefit of the MA algorithm processing ratio values

as theY are thickness independent.

5.71 µm 6.06 µm 6.5 µm 7.3 µm 8.05 µm Topography

5.71 µm 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93
6.06 µm 0.96 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
6.5 µm 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
7.3 µm 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
8.05 µm 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Topography 0.93 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 5.5: A table showing the pixel correlation coefficients for the FTIR
images which have been noise reduced and Mie corrected .

By studying the coefficients in Table 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, it is clear that the SNOM

images are less dominated by the topography compared to the FTIR images. It

is also clear that the reflection and transmission images tend to show different

features, which is demonstrated in Figure 5.16. As the cell is the same for both

sets this implies that reflection and transmission are imaging different thickness of

the sample.
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5.6 SNOM experiment conclusion

The high resolution study of the OE 33 cell demonstrates the true power of the

SNOM, which is to produce diffraction breaking spatial resolutions in chemically

sensitive images. IR-SNOM for biological studies has many challenges including

acquiring an IR light source which is both stable, powerful and is also practical

enough to meet the needs of a SNOM instrument. The IR transmitting fibres are

delicate and are often hard to reliably prepare into an etched tip with an aperture

size capable of high resolution imaging. The data acquisition rate is very poor

compared to many other techniques such as FTIR, when the SNOM is coupled to

a FEL as it is locked to the pulse rate of accelerator (10Hz).

But given these complexities the results shown within this chapter demonstrate

that a SNOM is capable of producing images with sufficiently high resolution that

it would be impossible to recreate with far-field IR techniques. As SNOM is still

somewhat in its infancy as a technique the field is open to major advancements

which may push it’s abilities and applications into new areas. One potential ap-

plication for SNOM is the imaging of the internal chemical distributions with in

diseased cells at various stages of development. It is also applicable for experi-

ments where the spatial resolution is critical, such as studies involving very thin

membranes, which are impossible to see using far-field techniques.

By imaging the same cell in both reflection and transmission, they were able to

be compared demonstrating that they appear to be sensitive at different depth of

the sample. The SNOM images could then be compared to the FTIR image of the

same cell which showed that the SNOM is much less sensitive to the topography

than the FTIR.

The objective for the SNOM experiments was to assess the SNOM’s potential

for medical studies and demonstrate it’s key strengths. The SNOM images shown

in Figure 5.7 are the same size as a single pixel from a standard FTIR image.

Within these images there is clear detailed contrast showing the image is related to

the chemical structure within the cell. This contrast was shown to vary depending
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on the wavelength of the probing light, showing that the SNOM image was sensitive

to the wavenumber. The resolution was estimated to be 0.15 µm ± 0.05 µm, which

beats the diffraction limit by over a factor of 20. This clearly demonstrates that

the key strength of the SNOM which is to produce images of very high spatial

resolution.
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Conclusion

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis demonstrates that by studying oesophageal samples using infrared

(IR) instruments there is a critical amount of chemical information that can be

gained. By using powerful techniques such as FTIR, large amounts of spectral

information can be collected very quickly. The samples can be either tissue biopsies

or cells which mean such an instrument is very flexible to the needs of the user.

Due to the size of the data generated by FTIR an automated learning process

is needed to extract the key information which would allow for a classification

model capable of distinguishing between the various samples. Metric analysis

(MA) was developed since a tool was needed which could both act as a ‘blackbox’

tissue classifier but also a tool which can be used to probe the very subtle trends

between the samples. By achieving excellent success rates for correctly labelling

spectra the MA algorithm was able to operate as a high performing classifier. This

is demonstrated as the MA was able to distinguish between cancer associated

myofibroblast and non-cancer associated myofibroblast, which is currently very

hard to do with standard diagnostic techniques. Various visual plots were used to

show the outputs of MA in an intuitive manor allowing for the easy assessment

as to which wavenumbers are important for discrimination. This meets the needs

140
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of a researcher who desires a greater insight into the mechanics within cancer.

For the MA to become established it first has to be compared to other forms of

commonly used ML algorithms, which in this case was random forest (RF). MA

was found to not only outperform the RF at sample prediction but the learning

process was also considerably quicker. By using a statistical based ML algorithm

the subjectivity which is fundamental to current histopathology is removed. The

work demonstrated with the FTIR shows a possible direction that may in the

future become a core to histopathology, once various community driven issues such

as sample preparation and sufficiently large medical trial studies are conducted.

High resolution imaging techniques are often riddled with complexities and

SNOM is no exception to the rule. Throughout my PhD continual upgrades have

been applied to the SNOM with each new iteration learning from the lessons of

the past. This means that current iteration is a much more reliable and pow-

erful instrument than what the previous versions were. A resolution of 0.15 µm

± 0.05 µm was demonstrated which equates to a resolution that is 20 times bet-

ter than diffraction limit. Such a high resolution opens new possibilities for IR

spectroscopy to be used in medical studies which were previously impossible with

far-field instruments. SNOM images taken in both reflection and transmission

mode were compared and showed that each seems to have a different sample depth

sensitivity, which may be possible to exploit in the future when more understood.

A biological structure was imaged within the cell at very high resolution, which is

an example of the power of the SNOM.

6.2 Future work

The results of the work on both the FTIR and the SNOM have been promising

with MA appearing to be a potentially powerful tool for diagnostics and charac-

terisation, while the SNOM was able to achieve spatial resolutions impossible to

most optical instruments.
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There is always more that could be done though to further advance the re-

search. The main limitation within the FTIR study was the limited amount of

data available. Although the MA has been able to make significant comments as to

the important wavenumbers needed for the discrimination of oesophageal samples,

the sample size is not large enough for them to be of interest to the medical com-

munity in general. Ideally the MA would be tested with a wide range of samples

that contained different tissues and cancers while also coming from a wide variety

of patients. Samples from a large number of patients should be used within the

learning process to ensure that the classifier model is robust as possible. A more

detailed study with samples of cancer which are at various stages of development,

may give insight into their changing chemical compositions and therefore enable

the interpretation of internal mechanisms. Another useful study would be look at

various types of cancer and contrast the wavenumbers which are found to be key

for discrimination, to ascertain is the discriminators vary from cancer to cancer or

if they are consistent.

A second interesting possibility would be to combine the MA code with a

form of cluster analysis (CA). As MA is a supervised learning algorithm it has

to be supplied with predefined spectra to characterise and learn from. It was

demonstrated in the Chapter 4 that the quality of the training set is key and that

it is possible for tissue samples to be miss labelled. CA is an unsupervised ML

algorithm which groups the spectra in such a way that the spectra within a cluster

are more similar compared to the spectra outside the cluster. One possibility would

be to use CA to label the tissue images used for the learning process rather than

a skilled histopathologist. This should result in the spectra used within each of

the training datasets being similar in structure. The entire CA-MA algorithm

would therefore be automated with no ‘human’ intervention at any stage besides

collecting the data. Care would have to be taken after the CA-MA algorithm had

run to try and understand which of the spectra had been grouped in the CA as

they may not necessarily be the desired sample types. This type of algorithm

may be ideal if trying to study a very complicated tissue sample which has poorly

defined tissue boundaries, which would be a problem for labelling by a person.
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The current progression of SNOM instruments in general is in adopting the

newly developed quantum cascade lasers (QCL). Aperture SNOMs used in con-

junction with a IR-QCL source have not yet been demonstrated in any experimen-

tal studies but they appear to be a very promising alternative to the costly and

complicated IR-FELs. Their beam characteristics are very different to the FEL as

the peak power is considerably lower but as the repetition rate is much higher it

is capable of achieving similar average powers. The QCL signal measured by the

MCT detector would be very small, so the SNOM would need to accommodate a

lock-in amplifier which would extract the weaker signal from the noise. A QCL-

SNOM instrument would benefit from an improved imaging speed as the SNOM

is no longer locked to the FELs repetition rate of 10 Hz.

An added advantage of using a QCL is that it is very efficient at sweeping

through multiple wavenumbers, being able to sweep through the 1000-1800 cm−1

range many times a second with a very high spectral resolution. This would allow

the SNOM to collect a full spectrum at each pixel position rather than just a

single wavelength as it does currently. The output of such an instrument would

be akin to a FTIR datacube as it contains both the spatial variation and spectral

variation of the sample. This makes the SNOM a much more versatile instrument

as it can be used to collect many wavenumbers over a longer scan period (≈ 1

hour) or scan a few wavenumbers very quickly (≈ minutes). All of this while still

retaining the high spatial resolution of the SNOM instrument. The QCL allows for

a desktop instrument which makes the SNOM much more convenient compared

to only being able to use it at FEL sites.

If the SNOM were to create an output akin to a datacube it would allow

for ML techniques such as MA to study the spectra taken at much higher spatial

resolutions. This would allow for not just sample discrimination but potentially the

labelling of structures within the cell. If this were possible the imaging of organelles

and molecular distributions within cells at different diseased stages would be very

interesting.
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